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Community leaders remember Cherry's service
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
William "Bill" Cherry was credited
with being a cornerstone of Murray
municipal government. Murray State
University and its School of Agnculture
by local leaders_ The forObituary
mer mayor of Murray died information
Monday at 87.
can befound
Cherry was elected to on page 3A
and completed two terms
inside
as mayor from 1989 to
today's
1996. State Rep. Melvin
Ledger de
Henley said Cherry was
Tunes.
mayor when he began his
political career with election to his first
term on city council. Henley credits
Cherry for having the foresight to move
the city forward; including efforts to
build on public service through the
Murray Electric System.

WIani "Bill" Chem

Uncertainty over
$700B bailout
impacts oil prices
By STEVENSON JACOBS
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Oil paces briefly spiked more than $25
a barrel Monday, shattering the record for the biggest one-day gain
as unease about the government's $700 billion bailout plan pummeled the dollar and spurred investors to buy safe-haven assets. An
.expiring crude contract added fuel to the frenzied rally.
Light, sweet crude for October delivery jumped as much as
$25.45 to $130 a barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange
before falling back to settle at $120.92, up $16.37. The contract
expired at the end of the day, adding to the volatility as traders
rushed to cover positions; the October price began accelerating
sharply in the last hour of regular trading, a common occurrence
when a contract is about to go off the board.
Still, the rally, which shattered crude's previous one-day price
jump of $10.75, set June 6, showed the intensity of emotion in the
market. The Nymex temporarily halted electronic crude oil trading
after prices breached the $10 daily trading limit. Trading resumed
seconds later after the daily limit was increased.
The November crude contract, which became the front-month
contract at the end of Monday's session, settled at $109.37, up
$6.62, still a very sharp gain.
The severity of the price move shocked veteran market participants and prompted the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading
Commission to launch an investigation into whether illegal manipulation was to blame.
Acting CFTC Chairman Walter Lukken said the agency's surveillance and enforcement staff was analyzing the price spike "to
ensure that no one is taking advantage of the current stresses facing
our financial marketplace for their own manipulative gain."
Phil Flynn, analyst and oil trader with Alaron Trading Corp. in
Chicago, said the late-session surge in oil appeared to be the result
of a large investment fund scrambling to cover their short positions,
or bets that prices would fall.
"When people sense that someone is short, it's like blood on the
streets. It just accelerates the rally," Flynn said.
In other trading, gold prices shot up more than $44.30 to settle
at $909 an ounce, and other safe-haven commodities also rallied,
underscoring investors' uncertainly about the direction of the economy and their fear of more turmoil ahead.
"We're off to the races again," said Jim Ritterbusch, president of
energy consultancy Ritterbusch and Associates in Galena. Ill.
'There's a renewed scramble for commodities because of a general
weakness in the dollar."
Crude has gained about $30 in a dramatic four-day rally that has
at least temporarily halted oil's steep two-month slide below VW.
At this rate, crude is within striking distance of its all-time record
of $147.27, reached in July.
The rally came as energy traders grappled with the implications
of the government's proposed initiative to stem the U.S. financial
crisis by absorbing billions of dollars of banks' bad mortgage-related securities. Anxiety over the plan also sent stocks sharply lower
Monday; the credit markets were calmer than they were last week,
but still showing the effects of investors' nervousness.
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term," Rushing said. "I found him to possess the qualities of high integnty, character, and tireless work ethic.Former Murray City Administrator
Don Elias said Cherry's dedication to the
citizens of Murray was surpassed only by
his love for his family.
"The mayor hired me back in 1990
and the thing that I noticed most about
him was his dedication to his family. That
was above all,- Elias recalled this morning. "One of the things you always knew
when you worked with him was in terms
of helping people in the community —
particularly the less fortunate people — if
you came to him with one issue or another you knew he was always going to
stand up for people who needed help.
'That was the way he was in everything that he did."
Lance Allison, executive director of

the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce and former city councilman, said Cherry represented a generation of citizens responsible for the community of Murray as we see it today.
"Bill Cherry has left a lasting legacy
for the city of Murray because of his
unselfish service for its people. It is people like Bill Cherry that made me want to
give back to the community that I grew
up in and serve on the city council."
Allison said. "It was an honor for me to
serve alongside Bill for my first term on
the council and I learned a great deal of
what being a responsible public servant is
about.
"I am deeply saddened by his passing
and my prayers go out to his family and
his legacy as a public servant will survive

•See Page 2A

You BETTER WATCH OUT

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
Perhaps the busiest intersection on 16th Sireet,s the live points" area where 16th meets Chestnut Street and Coldwater Road
and West Chestnut becomes College Farm Road.

Murray State University reminding drivers,
pedestrians to use caution around one another
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
As Murray; State University
enters it second month of fall
classes, school officials are
reminding drivers and pedestrians to be cautious and aware of
their surroundings — especially
on busy 16th Street.
MSU
Public
Relations
Manager Sherry McClain said
her department tries to remind
the public of the traffic problem
at about this time each year. She
said that since 16th Street goes
straight through campus, there
are more walkers to look out for
than any other part of town and
the increased price of gas since
this time last year has only

heightened that problem.
"We have noticed more bikers, more walkers and more
scooters," she said. "Because of
these increases, drivers need to
be even more careful."
The public should also be
aware of the high number of
entryways and exits on the road,
McClain said. Other than side
streets, motorists are constantly
leaving parking lots on the west
side of campus, but there is also
a newer lot on the east side that
complicates traffic. She said the
busiest intersection on 16th
Street is probably "five points,"
where 16th meets Coldwater
Road and Chestnut Street turns
into College Farm Road.
While students frequently

drive to and from campus
through this intersection, it is
especially congested in the
mornings with people driving to
work and taking their children
to school, she said.
In an e-mail, McClain said
the traffic has become a topic of
discussion lately not only
because of the additional parking and bike and scooter riders,
but also because the road was
recently repaved and the crosswalks were remarked. She said
that pedestrians should always
make sure they only cross the
street at a crosswalk and that
drivers should remember that
walkers always have the rightof-way. They also have the
right-of-way when they come

into contact with bicyclists.
People on bikes should also
remember to only cross on foot
and to follow the same traffic
laws as motor vehicles, as well
as wear a helmet, she said. At
night, bike or scooter riders
should turn on their front and
rear lights.
Anything with a motor,
whether it is a scooter, moped or
motorcycle, is not allowed on
campus walkways. McClain
also said that bike owners can
register them at the university
police department for free.
;
Pedestrians should try to
make eye contact with drivers
before crossing the street to

•See Page 2A
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"He appointed me to the joint committee to investigate the feasibility of a cable
system for Murray Electric." Henley, a
former Murray mayor himself, said. "We
were very successful in that and I think
that was very forward thinking and it's
turned out to be one of the better things
that the city has done.Current Mayor Tom Rushing said
Cherry worked tirelessly as mayor, helping to improve the working conditions
for those he supervised.
'This earned him the respect of the
many lives he touched and will be something his family and friends will always
cherish," Rushing said. "Cherry loved
life. His true love, however, was family,
Murray State University and the City of
Murray.
"I had the privilege to serve as a council member during Mr. Cherry's second
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Too early to see Ike's wrath on insurance
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- The
Kentucky Office of Insurance says it's too
early to tell if the severe winds caused by
the remnants of Hurricane Ike will result in
insurance rate hikes.
The Courier-Journal reported insurers
have received tens of thousands of claims

related to last weekend's windstorm.
Kentucky Farm Bureau spokesman Greg
Kosse estimated the firm's customers sustained about $.40 million in damage with
more than 22,000 claims turned in.
Ronda Sloan of the Office of Insurance

said the projected increase in homeowners'
rates this year was 1.4 percent — the smallest rise since at least 2002.
Sloan said if the windstorm does bring on.
higher premiums, they won't be reflected on
bills until well into next year.
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Bailout a mystery with lots of ???s

Ky. education commish
Draud suffers stroke
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — Kentucky's
education commissioner has suffered a mild
stroke and is expected to fully recover.
The Department of Education said Tuesday
that doctors initially thought Commissioner
Jon Draud had a virus that was affecting his
central neivous system. After more tests, they
determined that he had a stroke.
Draud had sought medical attention when he
A experienced leg pain and had trouble walking
after he fell at home
Draud
Draud says he expects to fully recover and
plaia, :a return to work as soon as possible. He is recovering at
home.

Beshear to block
online gambling
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky.. (API —
.Kentucky's pro-gambling governor is looking to make sure all
bets are off for more than 140
online gambling Web sites that
operate in the state known for
the world's biggest horse race.
Gov. Steve Beshear said his
administration
has asked a
Franklin
Ceunty Circuit
Court judge to
give the state
control of 141
gambling Web
domain
site
names.
Beshear said
Beshear
he's looking to
restrict Kentuckians' access to
Web sites with names that
include some of the most popular gambling sites for U.S. playbodoglife.com,
ers:
doylesroom.com and fulltiltpoker.com.
A hearing is scheduled for
Thursday before Judge Thomas
Wingate.
Beshear believes Kentucky is
the first in the country to
,attempt to block online gambling by taking over Web
domain names of gambling
sites.
"Unlike casinos that operate
on land or on riverboats In the
United States, these operations
pay no tax revenues, provide no
jobs and yield no tourism benefits," Beshear said at a Monday
afternoon Capitol press conference. "They are leeches on our
communities."
Kentucky, home to the
Kentucky Derby, already has a
state lottery and allows gambling at horse tracks and bingo
halls. Blocking Internet gambling sites in Kentucky would
"protect the signature industry,"
Beshear said.
Such sites "siphon off money
from regulated and legal games
such as Kentucky's thorough-

bred racing industry, our lottery
and charitable gaming activities." Beshear said.
Although Kentucky officials
did not have a definite estimate
of how much money is being
lost to online gambling in
Kentucky, Beshear claimed residents were wagering millions
online.
Justice Secretary .1 Michael
Brown said the state is asking
the court to forfeit control of the
domain names to Kentucky state
government. Brown said if successful, the domain names
would then controlled by
Kentucky state government and
subsequently blocked.
"There is gambling going on
on the Internet and we know
that gambling is illegal in the
commonwealth of Kentucky,"
Brown said.
Beshear. a Democrat, largely
based his campaign for governor last year on a pledge to push
for an amendment to the state
constitution legalizing casino
gambling in Kentucky. Beshear
was unable to persuade
Kentucky lawmakers earlier this
year to put a proposed gambling
amendment on the ballot this
Beshear claimed casino gambling could bring state coffers
about $500 million per year in
money that could be used to bolster state vending in areas such
as education or health care.
Mike Jackness, co-owner of
pokerRica-based
Costa
sourceonline.com which is not
mentioned in the pending
Kentucky lawsuit, said through
a spokesman that he was disappointed in Kentucky's move.
Online gambling faces regulation elsewhere, Jackness said
in a statement read by
spokesman Dan Cypra.
"Fm disappointed that Gov.
Beshear would choose to prohibit what grown adults have
access to in the comfort of their
own homes," Jackness said in
the statement.

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will hold
a special-called meeting
tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m.
at the board office on
College Farm Road. The
board will address tax rates
for the 2008-09 school year.
They will also hear pre-travel
requests, use of facilities and
a superintendent's report.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Dodd:'No second act' to fix mess
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernarike
and Treasury Secretary Fienry Paulson urged
COMM,on Tuesday to quidcly pass a $700 MI111111111cial bailout. warning that letting probate. WSW would have dire consequences kit
the national economy
'We all recognize the gravity of the situation,' said Seri
Chris Dodd, 0-Conn., presiding over a congressional hearing on the crisis and the
proposed
administration's
remedy. He said the "economic maelstrom" was caused by
a combination of 'private
greed and public regulatory
neglect"
Dodd
Dodd and either key lawmakers have been in private negotiations with
the administration since the weekend on legislation designed to allow the government to buy bad
debts held by banks and other financial Wattle
lions. Key details remain unresolved, alexuegh
the Democratic-cootrolled Congress is expected
to vol. in the next several days on a tar reaching

Benisruke
--- AP

measure

package. A bid of 50 cents on
the dollar for a bundle of bad
loans would beat out someone
only willing to take 60 cents on
the dollar.
The banks get to unload their
bad debt and the government
holds the asset either until it
reaches maturity or until the
market improves enough for the
asset to be sold, perhaps for a
profit.
This auction process holds
one big advantage, economists
say, while also posing a major
risk for some financial institutions.
By purchasing the debt, the
government would be creating a
market that makes pricing easier
and more uniform among institutions. That could clear up a
huge amount of uncertainty in
the market for subprime mortgages. But the clarity could
bring bad news to some institutions: The writedowns they have
taken so far could leave them
with inflated prices for the bad
debt remaining on their books.
In the worst case, it could
cause some institutions to fall
below the capital cushions they
are required to hold against loan
losses_ That could produce a
wave of bank failures. Given
that threat, many financial institutions might be reluctant to participate in the auctions.
"If you try to low-hail the
financial institutions too much,
they won't take it because they
can't take the capital hit," said
Brian Bethune, an economist at
Global Insight, a Lexington,
Mass., consulting firm. Some
economists argued that the program could be a big bust simply

From Front
make sure they are seen and
that the dhver has the ability to
stop, she said. When in heavily
populated places like 16th
Street. walkers should also
avoid any distractions like text
messaging or talking on cell
phones.
Efforts to get additional
comments from officials with
Murray State University Police
were unsuccessful.

From Front
if we remember him fondly and
the great accomplishments his
life represents." he added. "We
all aspire to live our life in a way
that honors God and the gifts He
gave us. I think we can say
today that Bill Cherry was such
a man."
Cherry's accomplishment
also had an influence on state
government. He served as local
campaign manager for former
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll.
However his accomplishments
went beyond service in municipal government to education,
particularly agriculture educa-

tion.
Dr. Tony Brannon, dean of
University's
State
Murray
School of Agriculture, said
Cherry was the cornerstone in
the foundation of Murray State
and MSU agriculture education.
"The one thing that always
stood out about Mr. Cherry is
that he believed in students and
worked hard to provide them an
education and used his many
connections in the agricultural
community to help them get
good jobs," Brannon said. "He
also believed in his family, his
church and his community and
served them in many ways.
"We have lost a good man in

lAinch.111 dinner for on,... 5 bucks or less!

Bailout rivals major federal spending
managed by

The Witte House is proposing at least $700 billion
the U S Treasury to pop up mortgage-reimed assets

rivaling the
budgets tor the wars and 2009 outlays tor Social Security
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because enough financial institutions won't participate.
Still, the bailout package is
far from final. Democrats are
seeking changes that would benefit consumers, among them
proposals that would limit pay
packages for financial company
executives and allow judges to
rewrite mortgages to lower the
monthly payment of bankrupt
homeowners.
Pessimism surrounded the
bailout Monday as the Dow
Jones industrial average fell
more than 370 points as analysts
predicted the $700 billion
bailout coupled with the $200
billion committed to take over
mortgage giants Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac could cause the
government to boost its borrowing.
The Bush administration is
already forecasting that the federal deficit will hit a record $482

billion next year. Analysts said it
is possible that the various
bailout costs and the weakening
economy could give the country
its first ever $1 trillion annual
deficit.
Other economists have a
more optimistic view about the
chances of success for the whole
program. They believe a sizable
number of financial institutions
will jump at the chance to
unload their had debt on the
government and freed of the bad
loan, they will resume more
normal lending operations, giving a boost to the economy.
"'Me cost to the government
would be much larger if no
action is taken and the financial
system unravels further and
takes the economy down with
it," said Mark Zandi, chief econMoody's
omist
for
Economy corn.

Bill Cherry, but it will give me
and all his former students and
this community great pride and
great memories in the years to
come to drive by the Expo
Center that bears his name and
realize that it will stand through
time as a testament to his service."
Brannon said he can recall
Cherry's own words from the
2006 dedication ceremony when
the Western Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center was
renamed as dedicated as the
Cherry
"Bill"
William
Agricultural Exposition Center.
"After several people had
bragged on him and his conth

butions, Cherry shuffled to the
podium and said. 'When I first
heard of this honor. I said."W'ny
me Lord, what I have done to
deserve this," but after hearing
what's been said about me today
I say why not,— Brannon said.
Cherry began his college and
agricultural career in 1946 at
MSU before completing his
studies at the University of
Kentucky. He went on to teach
high school vocational agriculture in Christian County for
seven years. He served the next
eight years as state supervisor of
agricultural education; however
he returned to MSU in 1965.
During the following 19
years, he served the university
as teacher, administrator and
director of the department of
agriculture. During his tenure he
started an agriculture mechanics
program and an agricultural
education program. He is also
credited for getting the MSU
rodeo program started.
Cherry's leadership promoted and secured state funding for
the construction of the West
Kentucky
and
Livestock
Exposition Center that was completed in 1976; a milestone
which is noted as one of
Cherry's greatest career accomplishments. He was named the
first director of the facility and
fulfilled that position until his
retirement in 1984.
Annual awards are also made
t 3 students through the Bill and
Crean Cherry Scholarship, established by the couple in 1985 to
recognize and assist students
pursuing a career in agriculture
education or agricultural mechanization. The university also
honored Cherry in 1994 with its
prestigious Golden Horseshoe
Award.
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•I understand speed is
important,' he sae, "But I am
far more eiteresteci a whether
or not we get tea right. There le
no second act to this."
Dodd spoke is Pauison,
Bemanke and other top officials listened from a low feel
away, ready to puelicly paned
kit swift action
remarks,
prepared
In
Paulson said the admkastrabon's proposal is the "sincgs
most effective thing we can do
to help homeowners, the
American people.s eon stimulate our economy."
Bernanke said le his prepareo remarks that action by
lawmakers "is urgently required
to stablilze the situation and
avert write otherwise could be
very serious consequences for
our financial markets and for our
economy"

•Bill Cherry..

III 16th St. ...
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WASHINGTON (API — It's
the largest government bailout
in U.S. history and two days
after it was introduced to the
Americans paying for it, the proposal is still largely a mystery.
Among the unanswered
questions: How will the government mop up the bad mortgage
debt on banks' books, who will
run the process and how much
will it cost?
Key elements of the plan
remain in flux as behind closed
doors Democrats demand modifications that would provide
ordinary
for
help
more
Americans in return for bailing
out the country's financial
giants.
In the spare. three-page draft
legislation that the Treasury provided lawmakers on Saturday.
plan
administration's
the
seemed straightforward enough.
The Treasury asked for $700
billion which it proposes to
spend over the next two years to
purchase what Treasury calls
"troubled assets" from financial
institutions including banks,
thrifts, credit unions, brokerdealers and insurance companies.
The assets are defined as residential and commercial mortgages and any securities based
on those mortgages if the debt
was issued before last Thursday.
The Treasury's first draft said
that only mortgage-related
assets would be purchased. But
in a later version the Treasury
secretary asked for the power,
after consulting with the chairman of the Federal Reserve, to
expand purchases to troubled
assets beyond real estate if both
officials determine such purchases are necessary to promote
market stability.
That would conceivably
leave taxpayers picking up the
tab on things like bad car loans
and credit card debt. The
Treasury will likely focus virtually all of its attention on the
mountain of bad mortgage debt,
however, since that is at the
heart of the 14-month long credit crisis.
How would the purchase of
this bad debt work? Again, the
Treasury draft legislation leaves
a lot to the imagination. But
Treasury officials have talked
about employing a "reverse auction."
Under the process, the
Treasury would advertise an
auction, seeking to buy, for
example. $1 billion of subprime
mortgage loans that were originated around the same time.
In a reverse auction, the
financial institution burdened
with the bad loans agrees to take
the lowest amount bid for the
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Wiliam (DNI) Cheery

Mrs. Mary Dunn Heneks

William (Bill) Cherry. 87. Fairlane Drive. Murray. former mayor
of Murray, died Monday. Sept. 22, 2008. at 2:20 p.m at his home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs Mary Dunn Heneks. 86. Murray, died Monday. Sept. 22.
2008, at Spring Creek Health Care.
A homemaker, she was a member of Murray Nazarene Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Ellwood Heneks, two
sisters, Bertie Parker and Vera Hutchens, and three brothers, Hobert.
Felix and George Dunn. Born May 12. 1922, in Calloway County.
she was the daughter of the late George W. and Minnie Stubblefield
Dunn.
Survivors include one son, Paul Howard Heneks and wife. Susan,
Harbor Springs, Mich.
A graveside service will be today (Tuesday at I p.m. at Hicks
Cemetery. Rev, Kerry Lambert will officiate. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

James Norris he Jr.
James(Jim) Norris Ingle Jr.. 61. Hopkinsville, died Sunday, Sept.
21, 2(K)8. at Morningside Assisted Living. His death followed a brief
illness. He had retired as a systems engineer from Hopkinsville
Electric Service, and was previously employed by Tennessee Valley
Authority and Murray State University. An Eagle Scout, he was a
longtime Boy Scout adult leader and trainer. He was the recipient of
the Silver Beaver Award and the Methodist Church's Cross and
Flame award for exemplary service to the Boy Scouts of America.
Born May IS. 1947, in Hayti. Mo., he was the son of the late
James Norris Ingle and Frances Louise Spencer Ingle. He was a
member of First United Methodist Church. Hopkinsville.
There are no immediate survivors. A memorial service will be
scheduled at a later date. The body is being cremated. Hughart and
Beard Funeral Home. Hopkinsville, was in charge of arrangements.
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James L (Pap) Gamin
James L. (Pap) Geunn. 86. Beane Road. Murray. died today.
Tuesday. Sept. 23, 2008, at 1:30 a.m. at his home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Trove Billington Fennell

Troy W. Bogard

The funeral for Mrs. Treva Billington Fennell was today
A memorial service for Troy W. Bogard will be Wednesday at I
n & York
p.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev. (Tuesday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Colema
Oneida
Max Anderson will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Funeral Home. Rev. Darrell Walker officiated. Music was by
White. Pallbearers were Quintem Chris, Jack and Dusty Dodd.
Memorial Gardens.
,
Visitation will be at the funeral home after Ill a.m. Burial was in the Scotts Grove Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may he made to Hospice of MurrayWednesday. Online condolences may be made to
Calloway County Hospital. 803 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071.
www.imesmillercom.
Mr. Bogard. 89, Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 20, Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Fennell, 96, Almo. died Sunday. Sept. 21. 2008. at I a.m, at
2(X)8, at 9 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
He was a member of Temple Hill Lodge #276 of her home.
Free and Accepted Masons and also a Shriner. He attended Ledbetter
A member of Scotts Grove Baptist Church, she was employed for
Baptist Church and was an Army veteran of World War II.
many years as a supervisor at Winslow Cafeteria, Murray State
Preceding him in death was his wife, Euple Mae Bogard. Born University.
Jan. 5, 1919, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Roy W.
She was married March 16, 1945. to Jack Fennell who died July
Bogard and Jewell Parrish Bogard.
22, 2006. Also preceding her in death were three sisters. lone
Survivors include two sons, James W. Bogard and David E. Morns, Irene James and Mildred Wells. and one brother. Bill
Bogard and wife. Joyce. all of Murray; two sisters, Reltna Walston, Billington. Born June 9. 1912, in Calloway County, she was the
Murray, and Zelma York. Elgin, Ill.: five grandchildren, Kimberly daughter of the late Conard and Maggie Williams Billington.
Jenkins and husband, Kenny, Puryear. Tenn., Lisa Burkeen and husSurvivors include one daughter. Marie Crouch and husband,
band, Ronald, Suzanne Bogard and Susan Miles. all of Murray, and
Burlington: one son, E.B. Fennell. Alm°. four grandchildren.
Tom.
James L. Bogard, Tempe, Ariz.; seven great-grandchildren; two
Carrie Lynn Lawrence, Quinten Dodd. Chris Dodd and Jack Dodd;
great-great-grandchildren.
10 great-grandchildren: brother-in-law, Bill Fennell. Alton. 111.
Joseph Bruce Harris Jr.
Glenn (Steve) Jones
The funeral for Joseph Bruce Harris Jr. was today (Tuesday) at
the
in
p.m.
I
at
Monday
was
Jones
(Steve)
Glenn
for
The funeral
11:30 a.m. at Village United Methodist Church. Hot Springs. Ark.
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Bob Cain officiated.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray Hospice
Burial was in the Union Ridge Cemetery.
St., Murray. KY 42071 or Angels Community
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Union Ridge United House, 903 Poplar
42071. Online condolences
Methodist Church Building Fund,c/o Ann Mathis, 945 Union Ridge Clinic, 1005 Poplar St., Murray, KY
www.imesmillercom
to
made
be
may
Benton,
52.
Jones.
Hospice.Mr.
Rd.. Benton, KY 42025 or Lourdes
Mr. Harris Jr.. 85, Hot Springs Ark., died Thursday, Sept. 18,
died Saturday. Sept. 20, 2008, at 12:55 a.m, at his home.
A chemical operator at I.S.R Chemical Plant, Calvert City. he 2008. at St. Joseph Mercy Health Center, Hot Springs.
He received his BS in pharmacology from Oklahoma University
was a member of Union Ridge United Methodist Church, Purchase
Area Emmaus Community and International Association of and retired as owner of Midland Drug. Fort Smith, Ark, in 1976.
Machinist Local #1720. Survivors include his parents. Bobbie Gene During his career he served as president of the Arkansas
and Jackie Beth Jones, one daughter. Kassandra Jones and fiancé. Pharmaceutical Association, on the Arkansas State Board of
Larry Sparks, one grandson, Jessie Warren (Sparkplug) Sparks. and Pharmacy as president and board member, and was named Arkansas
one sister. Katana York and husband. Russell. all of Benton: one Pharmacist of the Year in 1961. He was a member of Village United
niece; four nephews.
Methodist Church and served on Pastor Parrish Committee in Hot
Springs.
Jace Ryan Holmes
Preceding him in death were his first wife. Constance Harris, his
A private family graveside service for Jace Ryan Holmes was stepmother. Pearl Harris. and two sisters. Evelyn Sikes and Bettie
held at Pilot Oak Baptist Church Cemetery with Cecil May officiat- Hill. Born Oct. 10, 1922. in Foreman, Ark., he was the son of the late
ing. Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield was in charge of arrangements. Joseph B. and Lorene Harris.
Jace Ryan Holmes, infant, died Friday. Sept. 29, 2008. at 2:35
Survivors include his wife, Ellen Hanns Harris, to whom he had
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
been married for 28 years: one daughter. Jo Courtney Eamhart and
Survivors include his mother. Bridgett Jackson, HIck.ory. and his husband. Tom. Fort Smith. Ark.: one son, Dr. Clark Harris. Murray.
father. Ryan Holmes. Paducah: grandparents. Shane Jackson and Ky.: four grandchildren, Kristen Wilkerson and husband, David,
Lisa Crass, Pilot Oak. Katie Holmes, Paducah, and Jeff and Kim North Carolina, Catherine Harris, Memphis, Tenn.. Brian Earnhart
Brewer, Hickory; great-grandparents, Richard and Pam Jackson and
and wife, Heather. Oklahoma. and Joseph B. Harris. LaSallee, Ill.:
Roger and Dale Smith. all of Pilot Oak. and James Hobbs. Mayfield;
three stepchildren. Stephen Hanns. Barbara Hanns, Tina Graves and
great-grandparents
Deceased
seven aunts: two uncles: one cousin.
Minor; several stepgrandchildren and stepgreat-grandchildren.
Jodi
are Billie Brewer. Janice Hobbs and Sue Brandon.

It

House approves expansion of Trail of Tears
WASHINGTON (AP) Lawmakers want to double what
is now recognized as the historic
Trail of Tears - the route the
Cherokee Indians took when
they were forced from their
homes and marched westward to
reservations in the 1820s and
1830s.
A bill approved Monday by
the U.S. House would add about
1.500 miles of "previously
undocumented- routes to the
Trail of Tears National Historic

Trail followed by the Cherokee
when they were taken from their
ancestral homelands in the East
and marched to reservations on
the Great Plains.
The bill, introduced by Rep.
Zach Wamp. R-Tenn., now goes
to the Senate.
Wamp said Monday the additional 1.500 miles result from
further research of military journals, newspaper accounts and
vouchers.
One path that would be added
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stretches from Fort Payne. in
northeastern Alabama. through
Tennessee, Kentucky. Missouri.
Oklahoma.
and
Arkansas
Another route started at
Charleston. Tenn., and went
through Arkansas.
The added areas "more fully
reflect this tragic saga of a proud
removal."
people's forced
Wamp said. An estimated 4,000
American Indians died during
the removal to Indian Territory
in what is now Oklahoma.

Chad Smith, principal chief
of the Cherokee Nation, said in a
statement released by Wamp's
office that the bill marks "the
lessons we can learn from one of
the darkest moments in U.S. history.Wamp's office also released a
statement from Michell Hicks.
principal chief of the Eastern
Band of Cherokees. saying the
measure helps "provide an educational experience which will
strengthen our future.-

AP
A boy holds his brother as Iraqi police stand guard during a
routine search for weapons and explosives in Baghdad this
morning.

Iraq: 2 bombs hit Baghdad,
killing 1, wounding 7 others
BAGHDAD (AP) - Two
bombs apparently targeting Iraqi
security forces struck different
areas in Baghdad this morning.
killing at least one civilian and
wounding seven others, Iraqi
officials said.
The first explosion 'occurred
just before 9 a.m. in northern
Baghdad as a police patrol
passed through the Sulaikh area.
but it missed its target and hit a
civilian car instead, wounding
four people, police said.
The U.S. military said the
blast was caused by a pipe bomb
and three children were wounded, two seriously. The attack
was reported by the U.S.-allied
Sunni group in the area, it said.
Another roadside bomb

struck at 11:3(1 a.m. near an Iraqi
army patrol on Nidhal Street in
central Baghdad. killing one
civilian and wounding three others, according to police and hospital officials, speaking on condition of anonymity because
they weren't authorized to
release the information.
Maj. Mark Cheadle, a
spokesman for U.S. forces in
Baghdad, said it appeared that
Shiite extremists were to blame
for the roadside bombing.
Violence has dropped dramatically in Iraq. especially in
Baghdad. but the U.S. military
has warned that Sunni and Shiite
extremists maintain the ability
to carry out deadly attacks.

Record spending set
for National Guard
BALTIMORE (AP) - short periods of time. But the
Funding for the National Guard reserves have evolved into a
has reached a record level amid force that makes up nearly half
the largest mobilization of of the U.S. combat troops in
Amenca's citizen soldiers since Iraq. doing day-to-day military
World War II. Defense Secretary operations in unprecedented
tours abroad.
Robert Gates said Monday.
Gates said the Army National
With the increased spending,
nearly 80 percent of Army Guard exceeded its recruiting
National Guard equipment will goal this fiscal year. and less
be fully modernized by the end than two weeks ago. the Air
National Guard met its end
of budget year 2013. he said.
"For the first time ever, the strength goal for this fiscal year
Guard will receive the latest -- the first time in five years.
Today, the Guard is engaged
equipment provided to the active
force - a change that is long in more than 40 countries worldoverdue.- Gates said in a speech wide, in places such as Bosnia.
prepared for the National Guard Kosovo. the Sinai, the Horn of
Association of the United States Africa and Guantanamo Bay. he
said.
conference in Baltimore.
and
Iraq
Beyond
In the budget year starting
next month. the Defense Afghanistan. Guard members
Department helped the Guard's have been equally busy at home.
budget reach just over $30 bil- Gates said. More than 16,00(1
lion, an increase of $1.2 billion soldiers and airmen from Florida
to Texas responded when
from the previous year.
Gates said spending on Hun-icane Gustav hit.
Since Sept. II. 2001, more
Guard equipment, which can be
used for both overseas and than 660,000 have been mobidomestic secunty missions, is lized - the largest force since
projected at $32 billion over the World War II and the first
extended mobilization of both
next four years.
Members of the Guard once the Guard and Reserve since
volunteered to join a reserve establishment of the all-volunforce that they believed would teer force.
be mobilized occasionally for

Peabody touts favorable Ky. appeals court ruling
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Peabody Energy is still pushing
to build a $2.5 billion coal-fired
western
plant in
power
Kentucky.
The St. Louis-based coal
company won a Kentucky Court
of Appeals ruling last week that
could breathe new life into a
proposal that has languished for
some eight years.
The court of appeals overturned a lower court ruling that
rejected a state permit allowing
the proposed plant to operate.
Peabody wants to build the
plant in Muhlenberg County.

The plant was proposed in 2001
and has been held up by legal
hurdles. Environmentalists have
fought the proposal since its
conception.
Lawyers for the state had
argued that Franklin County
Circuit Judge Thomas Wingate
had erred in his earlier ruling. A
three-judge panel agreed, concluding that the state's decision
to issue the permit was proper
Sierra Club attorney Hank
Graddy said he intends to pursue
the case farther, either by asking
the appeals court to reconsider
it's decision or by seeking a

review by the state Supreme
Court.
"We are reviewing the opinion and assessing our next
steps,- Graddy said.

Peabody spokesman Derrell
Carter said in a statement the
company was pleased by the
appeals court ruling.

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH

LIFE CHANGING
ENCOUNTER
Sun., Sept. 28• 10 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Mon.,Sept. 29-Wed., Oct. 1 • 7 p.m.
SPEAKERS:
Sunday - Bro. Brett Miles
Monday & Tuesday - Bro. Russ Cooper
Wednesday - kaiak Night

it •._
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Pastor Russ has served as Senior Pastor at
Watson Baptist Church for 11 years.
He is a passionate speaker ut the word of
God holding mans conferences and revival
meetings thmughout the .southeast each
year .ceeing ormendou.s results.
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Bm. Russ Cooper

- Special Music Each Service "Love Jesus, Live Jesus, Tell the World About Jesus!"
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Loftis
receives his
master's
degree

•-•••11: ochiSPROMMINOMMINAMP.
Social Security representative
will be at library on Thursday
A Social Security representative will be
at the Calloway County Public Library me
Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
and will assist in filing claims.
For more information call toll free at:
1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office al
1-270-247-8095.

Air Force Maj. J. Darin
1,oflis. son of Chris -B.

Jimmie

of Paducah. and John M. Loftis,
of New Concord, recently
received his master's degree
from the Naval Postgraduate
School. Monterey. Calif.
Loftis's graduation from the
school, the only naval institution of its kind in the world,
means he has been prepared
through advanced professional
education to provide intellectual leadership and sound judgement in defense matters.
Loftis is a 1986 graduate
of Calloway County High
School of Murray and joined
the Air Force in November
1995. He is a 1990 graduate
of
Vanderbilt
University,
Nashville, Tenn. with a bachelor of arts degree and a 2008
graduate of Naval Postgraduate School. Monterey, Calif.
with a master of arts degree.

Veterans assistance given
Veterans and their families will be given.
free counseling and assistance in filing claims'
Datebook for state and federal benefits on Wednesdag
,
By Jo Burkeen from 9:45 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the Limn:
ployment office at 319. S. 7th St., Mayfield:
Community
and on Thursday from 9:45 a.m. to 3:it
Editor
o
p.m. at the VA Clinic, 2620 Perkins Creek
DT., Paducah. Ron McClure, regional field representative
:
,
Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assts.
tance. For information and appointments, call 1-877-812-0844
or e-mail ronald.mcclure@ky.gov. Walk-ins will be assisted ak
time permits.
•

Compassionate Friends to meet
Photo provided

SWEETS DELIVERED: Members of Health Occupation Students of America and SkillsUSA of
Murray Calloway County ATC honor local firefighters by delivering doughnuts to the fire stations recently. Representing Calloway County High School were Dakota Erwin, welding:
Melissa Lewis, carpentry; Taylor Hartke, machine tool; Jesse Pritchett, automotive technology;
and Shelby Eldridge, health science. Representing Murray High School was Morgan Graham,
culinary arts. The students were escorted by Principal Dennis Harper.

McDonald's and Child Watch will host child ID clinics
METROPOLIS, Ill.
—
McDonald's Restaurants and
Child Watch Children's Advocacy Center, Inc. will host eight
Child ID Clinics to provide
free identification kits for children. The first clinic was Saturday from 1:30 p.m. until 3:30
p.m. at the McDonald's in
Metropolis.
"We are excited to partner
with Child Watch on this program." said Cathy Elliott, marketing director for McDonald's
Restaurants. "Child Watch's

JOIN
FARM BUREAU
and enloy these

DISCOUNTS...
Sherwin-Williams
25% OFF
Enterprise
Rent-A-Car
15% OFF
GM Vehicles
'500-'750 OFF

staff and volunteers are wellqualified to assemble the ID
kits and we are more than
happy to open our restaurants
for this special and life-saving
program."
"This partnership reminds
us that community support is
essential to continuing our
efforts to eliminate child abuse
in our communities." said Sandy
Fellows, executive director of
Child Watch CAC'. "The kit
includes a photograph. finger
prints and other useful documents that will help identify
and locate a child in the case
of an emergency. All families
should have this information
on hand for their children."
Date for upcoming Child ID
Clinics, all to be held at local
McDonald's Restaurants.
Saturday, Sept. 27. in Murray from 1:30 p.m. - 3:30
p.m., in Mayfield from 2 to 4
p.m.: in Benton from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m.: and in Calvert City
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Saturday. Oct. II, at 2224

Lone Oak Rd.. 3480 Clarks
River Rd.and 2627 Jackson St..
all in Paducah from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m.
Child Watch offers an array
of other free services:
24-Hour Crisis Line - providing information, support and
referral services to child victims. their families and concerned individuals,
CASA (Court Appointed
Special Advocate Program) providing volunteers who have
been screened, take specialized
training and are sworn in by
the Family Court Judge to investigate, monitor, facilitate and
advocate for the "Best interests" of abused/neglected children who are in the court sys-

providing physicians with specialized training who conduct
sexual abuse examinations to
all child victims who are
referred by Community Based
Services and Law Enforcement
Agencies.
Community Awareness Program - providing information
and education on child abuse
to the community through a
Speaker's Bureau, community
events and the media.
ProCounseling/Therapy
grams - providing therapist who
make available mental health
screenings. assessments, individual therapy, crisis counseling. case management, referrals and support groups.
Forensic Interviewing - providing specialized staff, rooms
tem.
and equipment to Law EnforceChild Abuse/Abduction. Pre- ment and the Department for
vention Education Program - Community Based Services to
providing trained instructors to interview child abuse victims.
teach child abuse/abduction preCourt Advocates - providvention to children in the school ing advocates for child victims
systems.
and their non-offending famiChildren's Medical Clinic - lies who testify in court.

Miller speaker at Farm Bureau meeting
Keena Miller, director of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health and Wellness Center was the recent speaker for
the Calloway County Farm
Bureau about an upcoming
Rural Health Fair. sponsored
by both organizations.
Health screenings will be
available to Farm Bureau mem-

bers today and Wednesday by
calling 762-1348 for an appointment.
The Health Express will be
at the bureau office on Friday
from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and all
Farm Bureau members are
encouraged to take advantage
of special discounts offered at
the center.

These events are being held
in recognition of National Farm
Safety and Rural Health Week,
Sept. 21-27.

Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room 1 of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost a'
child or young adult through death. For more information call'
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324.

Leadership Murray Alumni to meet
Leadership Murray Alumni luncheon will be Wednesday at
11:30 a.m. at the Garden Gate Cafe, Ky. Hwy. 94 East. Cat:
loway County Judge Larry Elkins and Murray Mayor Tom:
Rushing will be speakers. Some changes are in store for the:
group which will be announced at the meeting. Also a $50
gas card will be given away to a member in attendance. Fos
more information call Carolyn Todd at 767-2284 or Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.

Laker Band Boosters plan event
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will have a rebate
day at Sirloin Stockade all day on Wednesday. Customers are
asked to tell the cashier they are there for the boosters.

CCHS Volleyball team plans event
Calloway County High School Volleyball Team will have t
rebate event on Wednesday from 5 to 9 p.m. at Backyard
Burger.

Breast Cancer group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet tonight at 6:30
the classroom at Center for Health & Wellness. For informa;
s.
tion contact Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Photo Club will meet tonight
Filmburner's Photo Club will meet tonight at 6:30 at the
Calloway County Extension office, 310 South 4th St. The guest
speaker will be Ken Andrus of Oakwood Studio, a portrait
photographer who will discuss "How to Take Better Portraits...!

'Jean Jam' will be today
"Jean Jam" by Family Resource Youth Service Centers will
.
be today from 3 to 6:30 at the Murray State University Cur,
ris Center ballroom. This event focuses on giving out pants'
and jeans to families who might desire some extra support. It
is for preschool through 5th grade students who are enrolled
in the Murray and Calloway school systems.

Secondhand smoke sessions planned
The Truth About Secondhand Smoke will meet tonight at,
7:30 and Wednesday at 7:30 a.m. in the MCCH Center for
Health & Wellness. Dottie Kramer with the Clean Air Murray
Coalition will discuss the facts about secondhand smoke and'
the danger that it imposes to every one exposed. The seminal:
is free of charge to anyone wishing to attend.

Alzheimer's group will meet

Hotels
- 20°- OFF
1
Comfort Inn
Quality Inn
Econo Lodge
Rodeway Inn
Days Inn
Ramada
All KY State Parks
and more

MHS Lady Soccer team plans even
Murray High School Lady Tiger Soccer team will have
rebate day Wednesday from II a.m. to closing at Big Apple
Cafe. Customers are asked to tell the cashier or server they,
are there for the team.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church_
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.
keens Miller

Beltone Hearing
Aids
15% OFF
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INFORMATION NIGHT
Fur adults beginning OT returning to college to earn an undergraduate degree

Eyeglasses &
Contacts

Thursday,September 25• MSU Curris Center
Tennessee Room • 3rd Floor

10'- 60°- OFF

SESSION I • Filing for Financial Aid; 6:00 - 7:15 p.m.
SESSION 2•Admission Procedures; 7:30 - 8:30 pm.
Attend one or both sessions
Course selection and class scheduling are not part of this program.

753-4703
coil For Oetaato
Home & Auto
Insurance

•

Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 in the board room of Murray-Calloway Counts
Hospital. This will be for a group discussion. For more Infos.'
mation contact Cindy Ragsdale. L.S.W. at 762-1278.

Come and play at.'Paducah's new
Child Play Center. We are open and
located neat to the Clneinark .
9 to 9 mon --sat br '12 to 9 sun.
451 Jordan Dr -Paducah KY 42001
270-908-0180 yayasisIa nd aim

Reservations required by
September 25 at noon.
Call 1-800-669-7654
or 270-809-2186.
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FLAG PRESENTATION: Woodmen of the World recently presented U.S. and Kentucky flags
to be displayed in the East Calloway Elementary gymnasium Accepting for the school were
Kathy Crouch, principal (top center), and students in Lisa Armstrong's class: Kaila Odle,
Hannah Myers, Jordan Hissing, Ty Davenport, Shay Thompson, Kevin Robertson, Anthony
Corsek, Tammy Thorn, Megan Wilkerson and Skyler Wells. Rachel Brown, Clyde Rowland
and Amos McCarty, Jr., represented Woodmen of the World.

Photo provided

Students at Murray Middle School have been challenged to collect all the box tops they
can find from family and friends to turn in to the school. MMS students have participated in the box top program for several years and have earned money for their efforts. Jill
Courtney, sixth grade teacher, gives her kids "cash" for their mini-economy project as an
incentive to get them to bring in their box tops. Pictured above, from left, are: Rachel
Morgan: Sarah Whitney; Amy Brown (teacher): Courtney Hodges and Tyler Cooper.
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Written by Leigh Anne Florence

In our 10 part series 'HEADS AND TAILS'
Woody and his sister Chloe learn how to
manage money after Woody finds a penny
on a Ferris wheel and is intrigued when he
finds it is a 1909 penny - the first year that
Abe Lincoln's face appeared on the penny.

Illustrated by James Asher
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MURRAY ELEMENTARY REWARDS: Each week students
who earn "pawsitives" throughout the week receive special
rewards. Students selected from each class meet with Janet
Caldwell, the principal, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students recently selected were: Pt: Allison Bakes,
Justin Strickland, Ansam El-Beram, Mary Browder Howell,
Tristan Durbin-Gann: P2: Layne Baker. Rachel Clark, Jaxon
Price, Bradley Dawson, Camryn Rossi; P3: Katie Elmore,
Mary Peyton Bell, Will Lovins, Jay Hunt. Ryan Messenger;
P4: Emme Margie, Kevin Koelsch, Kristen Youngblood,
Kaylee Fang, Jada Holliman, Caleb Rogers.
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK: This week's Forever
Communications and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
'Student of the Week" is Laiken Tabers from Calloway County
Middle School. Laiken is the daughter of Jody and Kristy
Tabers of Almo.. She plays basketball for for CCMS, loves to
Patch her brother race dirtbikes, hanging out with her friends.
She is pictured with representatives from Century 21 and
Forever Communications.

(.'H AFTER ;
"It's just a penny, Woody," Chloe said as I showed her
my treasure. "Sure, pennies are important, but I don't understand why you think it's a treasure." "Well," I replied,
"Haven't you heard Mom say finding a penny brings good
luck? I found this penny when I needed luck the roost - 250
feet above ground on a Ferris wheel! Now I'm on the ground
with lunch still in my tummy.' As I tried to make my point.
Dad studied the penny and said. "Wow, this is special, Woody!
The date on this penny is 1909, almost 100 years old!"
Chloe's eyes grew big. For a second, I felt a Told you so.'
coming on, hut settled for "Really7 The rest of the family caught my enthusiasm. "I'm not sure when pennies first
made their mark in history," Dad said, "hut we need to find
out.
My heart was racing. "Could I have one of the oldest pennies in history?" I began to imagine the places this penny
had been the past 99 years. Had it traveled through all 50
states or journeyed across the continents? Was it in the palm
of a famous actor or in the pocket of a president? Had it
been on the top of the Empire State Building, the deck of a
ship sailing across the Atlantic Ocean, or in a family's piggy
bank while they saved far something special? I was deep in
thought when Chloe broke in. "Let's research and see when
the first penny was made. Woody!" With that, we bid farewell
to the Ferris wheel and funnel cakes and walked toward home.
As soon as we returned, we logged on to the Internet to
search for sites about the penny. The Web sites we found,
along with the books we checked out at our local library on
our way home from the fair, gave us us•ful information We
learned the penny got its name from Britain. Though the
British penny dates back to 790 A. . it didn't appear in
year that was?" "I909?" I asked, my voice
America until almost 1,000 years later. I read the first U.S. birthday. Guess what
"Yes!" Chloe exclaimed. "In 1909 the
penny was minted in 1787. Mom explained that mint means quivering with excitement.
our 16th president. Abraham
to make money from metal, meaning the first United States penny changed to include the face of
God We Trust."
penny was made in 1787. A few years later in 1793. Pres- Lincoln. It also would include the motto. In
After the excitement settled in, Chloe
ident George Washington realized the United States was try- This really was a treasure.
now?" "I guess we'll eat dinner!" I replied.
ing to establish itself as a nation and knew they needed a said."What will we do
laughed. "Now that you have this special coin,
stable system of money. The first penny was designed by Ben "No Silly!" Chloe
safe, display it in a case, or
Franklin and featured the design of a chain and was pressed what will you do? Will you keep it in a
only
in copper. Though the penny went through changes over the sell it?" Chloe asked. "Sell it?" I questioned. "Wouldn't I
next 70 years, it always was worth one cent. In 1864, the make a penny?" Dad explained that it would probably be worth
making it one of the
government passed the Coinage Act and made the penny a more than one cent since it had a date of 1909.
legal form of money. Also, instead of being 100 percent cop- first Lincoln pennies ever made.
Tough decisions! I held the penny tightly in my clumsy little paw
per like previous pennies, it would contain 95 percent copand closed my eyes. I thought about the year of 1909. I pondered
per and 5 percent zinc.
importantly. I
"If there hadn't been money. how did people pay for dog food?" what, if anything. a penny could buy today. Most
hoped something special would happen with my treasure.
I asked. Mom explained people used items such as tea, coffee, pigs, secretly
and other goods or animals to pay for things they needed. It was Then. I opened my eyes and was shocked...
called bartering I wanted to know more about bartering, like could
Thanks to LG&E/KU both EON companies and KPA for making
I trade the neighbor's cat for a new Scooby watch. but Chloe interpossible. Thanks to the Kentucky Secretary of Statefor
rupted my thoughts. -Listen. Woody!" Chloe said. -It says that this project
questions and ar.til President Abraham Lincoln was the first president to appear on a sponsoring the new podcast For podcast and
ities
go
online
to
wwwkypress.com.
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Loskinellack
IS years ago
Published is a picture of workers with the American Red Cross
assisting Murray State University students with housing and clothing needs as residents of Hester
Hall recoser from the fire of
Sept 19 The photo was his Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane
Callow ay County High School
Band won the iser,alI grand champion title at Starfest Marshall
Contest ai Benton
Two free health clinics will benefit more than the local migrant
farm workers at St Leo Catholic
Church and Baptist Student Union
Sept 27 Conducting the clinics will be 16 second semester
senior nursing students at Slurray Stale lnisersits
20 years ago
Former District Lion Gilbert
Maine, will he the parade grand
marshal for the 1958 Murray Stale
University Homecoming Parade
on Oct I He was a member if
the 1948 football team at MSL
that played in the Tangerine Bowl
in Florida and was chosen as All
Ohio Valley Conference Tackle
in 1950 and 1951
Births reported include a boy
to Cathy and Crate Willie. a girl
to Cheryl and Kelly Roberts. a
boy to Mary Jo and Kelly Donnie Snyder. Sept 18. a girl to
Vida and Charles Evans. Sept
18: a boy to Jennifer and Gars
Clayton. Sept 19
38 years ago
Galen iTrippi Thurman has
been named as director of the
Murras -Calloway County Senior
Citizens Organization
Published as a picture of Linda
Fay Clark. associate professor of
nursing at Murray State University. taking the oath of office as
she is commissioned a captain in
the Army Nurse Corps of the
United States Arms Resene
Birth, reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Dan McKeel,
Aug 29: a boy to Mr and Mrs.
Tommy Vance, Sept. 7: a boy to
Mr and Mrs Larry Stone. Sept.

I2
a years ago
Dr Harry M Sparks. president ig Murray State Unis trots
will he officially inaugurated as
president on (kt 21 as a pan
of one of special events scheduled for October A concert by
Ands Williams. recording star, will
he Oct 26 at MSI_
James Collins. 4t, In in Cobb
Road. Murray died Sept 21 from
injuries sustained in a car-truck
as on Interstate 69 in
Muncie Ind He and his family
were enroute to .1.11 relatives in
Fort Wayne Ind when the accident occurred
55 years ago
Dr FE. Crawford. practicing
dentist for the last 40 years in
Murray_ was honored on his retirement his Murray Dental Association Dr Crawford is also Nice
president of board of directors
of Bank Of Murray and a director of Murras Wholesale CornPan
Elected as officers of the Calloway County Bowhunters were
Albert Ems. president. Hawley
Hwy_ Nice president: and David
Ross. SCUM!)-treasurer
Mrs Thomas Jones presented
a lesson on -Flower Arrangements- at a meeting of Penny
Homemakers Club at the home
of Mrs Ernest Madrey
641 years ago
Sersing AS officers of the Lynn
Grose High School Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association are
Mrs James Fain. president: Mrs
Prentice Beaman, s ice ,resident.
Mrs, Gene Rogers. secretary, and
Mrs Truman Young. treasurer.
Pontiac deluxe convertible
sedan coupe 8 cylinder, is advertised as selling for S2.209 in an
ad by Main Street Motor Sales,
206 Main Si Murray
Mrs 011ie Brown and Mrs
Waiter Miller presented the lesson at a meeting of South Murray Homemakers Club at the home
of Mrs. Eugene Tart's Sr on South
12th Street. Murray

More tests needed to
diagnose bone disorder

Moms debate loading question
in supermarket parking lots
DEAR ABBY: Ms women
friends and I are has ing A disagreement about whether we
should put our children in the
car first, or load our groceries
first One friend says that she
starts her car to cool it off.
buckles her
children in
and
then
loads
her
groceries
Another
friend insists
that
you
should put
your kids in
last, so if
your car gets
hijacked
your chilBy Abigail
Van Buren
dren won't
he in the car.
However. I had my baby
sitting in the front of the cart
while I unloaded my groceries
when another car backed up
so fast that she came within
an inch of hitting my baby in
the cart. I let out a blood-curdling scream, and she stopped
her car just in time.
Wouldn't it hs easier to buckle ms older child and baby
in the car before unloading
my groceries? -- PAM IN
HOUSTON
DEAR PAM: The rule of
thumb should be to load your
most precious cargo first. Once
the children are secured, the
groceries can be placed inside.
The odds of your car being
hijacked are far less than, say.
the grocery cart with the child
in it rolling away while your
hands are occupied with a grocery bag. or. as you have
already experienced, an inattentive driver hitting it.

Dear Abby
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Tmlavhdlisterv
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Sept. 23.
the 267th day of 2008 There are
99 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago. on
Sept 23. 1908, one of baseball's
most famous blunders occulted in
a game between the New York
Giants and the sooting Chicago
Cubs With the score tied 1-1 in
tne bottom of the ninth and two
runners out. the Giants batted in
what should have been the winning run However. Fred Mettle.
who was on first base, began to
leave the field apparently without
bothering to tag second. the Cubs
then claimed to have forced Merkle
out. Merkle was eventually ruled
out, negating the winning run and
leaving the game tied iThe Cub,
won a rematch game Orl Oct 8
and with it. the National League
pennant. Chicago then went on

Murray Ledger & Times

to win the World Series.1
On this date
In 1779. during the Revolutionary War. the .Arnencan warship Bon Horrune Richard. commanded by John Paul Jones. defeated the HMS Scraps in battle

idential candidate Richard M.
Nixon went on television to delis.
er what came to be known as the
-Checkers- speech as he refuted
allegations of improper campaign
financing.
In 1957. nine black students
who had entered Little Rock CenIn 1780. British spy John Andre tral High School in Arkansas were
was captured along with papers forced to withdraw because of a
revealing Benedict Arnold's pkit white mob outside
to surrender West Point Ili Raw,
In 1962. New York's Philharmonic Hall isince renamed Avery
British.
in 1806. the Lewis and Clark Fisher Hall) formally opened as
expedition returned to Si Louts the first unit of the Lincoln Cenmore than two years alter setting ter tor the Performing Arts.
In 1973. former Argentine presout for the Pacific Northwest
In 1846. Neptune was Identi- ident Juan Peron won a landslide
fied as a planet by German election victory that returned him
astronomer Johann Gottfried Calle. to power: his wife. Isabel. was
In 1938. a time capsule, to be elected vice president
In 2001. Li coal miners were
opened in the year 6939, was buned
on the grounds of the World's killed in explosions at the Blue
Fair in New York City.
Creek Mine No. 5 in Brookwood.
In 1952. Republican vice-pres-

Da.

DEAR
GOTT: I am a
54-year-old female One year ago.
I had a DEXA scan which showed
severe osteopema I have GERD
and a Maul hernia and cannot
take bipteosphonate pills, so my
doctor pot me on Boniva IV
My question, however,

DEAR ABBY: My gameddaughter took MC to a large
shopping s enter to buy some
things I needed. While she finished her shopping. I waited
in the food court, watching
the crowd.
All of a sudden, a woman
who had just walked by turned
back, put her arms around me,
gave me a squeeze and sad,
'You are blessed You have
saved my day Confused. I
asked. •What did I do?"
"You smiled at me. she
answered, and walked away.
Abby. I'll be 99 in a few
months. I have smiled all my
life, but never dreamed it could
make such a difference in someone's life -- especially my own
I pronused myself then and
there to smile a lot more, and
I hope those who read this
will resolve to do the same.
It takes only 13 muscles to
smile, and it's worth the effort.
Look at yourself in the mirror and smile. See the difference? -- KATHRYN OF A MILLION SMILES. MANSFIELD,
OHIO
DEAR KATHRYN:A smile
is contagious. It's an acknowledgment of another person's
worth, and usually an indication that the smiler feels good
about him- or herself. And
who's to say -- it might even
have something to do with
your longevity. Here's hoping
you'll be sharing that glow for
many years to come.

Dr. Gott
pet
Ber
y Gott

etpaankeret,d.
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fiora's but
results were
negative At my last physical exam,
my doctor noticed that my left
shoulder blade had enlarged
have seen several doctors, and none
can tell me what is causing my
bones to enlarge. Do you have
any ideas"
DE
READER: Because you
do not say what type of testing
you have had and what types of
doctors you have seen. I can give
you only general suggestions If
these are repeats of what has been
done or said. I apologize
!hope you were told to increase
your calcium and vitamin D intake
in addition to taking Boniva Boniva and other osteoporosis medications were not designed to treat
osteopenia but have been increasingly given to people with this
preosseoporcitic condition. If you
are not already. I urge you to
take 1.000 to 1300 milligrams
calcium and 600 to 800 milligrams
of vitamin D daily. This can be
achieved with supplements or by
increasing your intake of fortified

••••

DEAR ABBY: Now that
election time is nearing, I would
like to address a question that
invariably comes up this time
of year. That is, people asking me who I voted for. I
think this is a personal subject. I sin registered with a party
and support it at election time
Who I vote for is my business.
My answer is, 1 voted for
the person I want to
Sometimes this is not good
enough for some people, and
they insist I tell who I voted
for. I just repeat my answer
and go on. Any advice on
this? — REGISTERED VOTER
IN NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR
REGISTERED
VOTER: I agree that it's
nobody's business for whom
you voted. What I find interesting is, if I answer the question and my candidate isn't the
one my questioner prefers. I
then hear a recitation of the
other candidate's campaign slogans.
You are handling the situation correctly.

Clintrintirlige
Things Are Not What They Seem
long suit, they may ultimately run
declarer out of tramps and then be
able to sctsre w hates et cards remain
in their suit.
Cossider this deal where West
starts with these rounds of spades,
forcing declarer to rufT. Superficially,
it would seem that South is on solid
grou d, since he has four sire trump
winners, three top diamonds and four
lop clubs. Nevertheless, South is
doomed if use defense functions
ftroPerlY.
At trick fear, declarer leads the
king of hearts If West takes it with
the ace. South waltzes home with the
contract But :f West ducks the king,
leaving himself with A-6-5 while
South still has.1-!0-8, he retains control of trumps.
When South continues with the
jack. West ducks again, sealing
deciarer's fate South now cannot
afford to lead another trump because
One of the great advantages of West would take the ace and return a
playing a hand in a suit contract spade to force declaror's last trump
rather than in notrump is dim the and so put the contract down two.
defenders cannot run their long suit.
The best South can do after West
The trumps act as stoppers and neu- Noce refines to take the ace is to try
trallie the tricks that the defenders to cash as many winners as he can in
diamonds and clubs. Eventually..
would otherwise be able to score.
But this advantage does not pro- West ruffs one of them with his low
tect declarer in every case. If the trump to defeat the contract one
defenders persist in leading their trick.
Tomorrow: Insurance to the nth degree
0011 Knit fransTs s ndarase Ins

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
+98 t
V Q9 3
•K Q 7
4K Q '06
EAST
WEST
•Q 7 2
IltAKI 103
A65 4
•7
•9 5
•10 864 3 2
+854
•92
SOUTH
•6 4
•K J 1082
• A .1
•A .1 7 3
The bidding.
South
West
North East
I IP
•
24
Pass
Pass
3,
3•
Pass
4•
Opening !cad -- king of spades.

•
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.
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Just
before
having
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DEXA scan, I
noticed several enlarged
bones in my
nght foot and
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milk, cheese. yogurt And dark. leafy
greens Tofu is also often fortified with cak turn And sitarnan D
to round out vegan diets
Second. I suggest your seek
another opinion from an orthopedic specialist, who can order test
ing to determine whether you iski
indeed have P-ien's disease The
eakdown and
process of ha.
regrowth is sped up and often
causes bone enlargement Dewar
the enlarged bones. they often are
weak and brittle, which is why
Pages. s is often known as "soft.
bone disease'
Testing can include X-ray s to
pinpoint bone enlargement. and
show reabsorption and other abnormalities Another valuable test is
a bone scan in which a material is injected to show the bone
better. In Paget's disease, the affected areas show up darker than
healthy, normal bone. A final step
is a blood test to determine the
level of alkaline phosphatase. In
most people with this condition.
the levels are elevated Because
I don't know what testing you
have had, I cannot cleternune
whether you have had all or some
of these
Treatment for Paget's disease
ts similar to that of osteoporosis.
It includes biphosphonates such
as Fosamax. Bortiva and others,
and calcitortin. Therapy is aimed
at improving bone strength and
mineral content
Therefore, even if you have
Paget's disease, you are already
receiving proper care: however, you
need to have a diagnosis If you
don't have Paget's disease after
having thorough testing, you need
to know why you are having spontaneous bone enlargement. Ask
your pnmary-care physician for a
referral to an orthopedic specialist and go from there

&nitwits
46 Fishing gear
49 Getz or Militia
50 Hot dog sellers
54 !oboe filler
ftlYPh
57 One of the
Gershwins
58 Night noises
60 — -Magoon
61 Mushroom
morsel
62 Leave, slangily
63 Big green
parrot
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1 Fish s rudder
4 Fast rodents
9 Wane
12 Canape topper
13 Period
14 Grassy field
lc True inner self
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19 Fence opening
21 Snort
of disgust
22 Rifts
25 Pre-owned
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30 Hugo
contemporary
32 Strong wind
33 Prodigy rival
35 Toiffic oar*
37 Magna —
laude
38 Tiny borne
40 Pigpens
42 Daphne -Mauner
43 Hence
44 Lagga d
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1 Fnar s tale
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particle
3 Horse sound
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18 Motors sound
20 Oscar cousins
22 Debonair
23 Cantata
performers
24 Adds
seasoning
26 Kangaroo
pouch
27 Give the slip
28 Protest
31 Growing
mediums
34 Trail behind
Grooviest
36
39 Tarzan, really
41 Crooked
scheme
45 Special skill
47 Appreciative
murmurs
48 Plummet
50 London's
Old —
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for one
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53 Earth's star
55 Fury
56 Mauna —
59 Scale note
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RACER FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

°- IP
Griffin: Running game is below average COIL dtarn,V
_ MSU WILL TRY TO
REMEDY RUSHING
ATTACK AS OVC SLATE
S1' RTS SATURDAY
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
. As it stands. Murray State enters Saturdays game at 1-3. Matt Griffin knows
th.st, but he also knows that when it
comes to Ohio Valley Conference play.
you can wipe the slate clean.
•The Racers get a fresh start this week,..•nd when they host border-rival Tennessee
Martin at Roy Stewart Stadium at 6 p.m.
in .a much anticipated ballgame.
.Last season. the Skyhawks handed MSU
one of the program's worst losses in
school history, busting out a 76-34 win

PREP VOLLEYBALL
ROUNDUP

in Martin.
This season. Griffin is looking to turn
the tide against a school he formerly
coached.
Currently. the Racers have dropped
three straight to Martin, dating back to
2005 when Griffin was in his last season at UTM. In the Jason Simpson era,
the Skyhawks have won two straight,
while Murray State still leads the all-time
series 34-12- I.
What lingers in the mouth in the Racer
camp is a 50-9 loss in Bowling Green
over the weekend, where third string quarterback Chris Franklin threw four interceptions.
Suffice to say, that's the bad. The worst
part for Griffin has been the inability to
run the football this season. Against Western Kentucky, MSU had II net rushing
yards on 20 attempts.
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Going into this weekend's tackle football game, the Racers are averaging 2.8
yards a carry and 91 yards a game. Meanwhile, the opposition is good for 180
yards a game. 4 yards per carry and a
total of 16 touchdowns as opposed to
just one by MSU.
"Right now, our running game is below
•See RACERS,213
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DANN
Ledger 8 Times
Paul McKinnts is wrapped up by Western Kentucky's
Travis Watters a senior defensive back in the first half
Saturday night in Bowling Green The Racers finished
with 11 net rushing yards on 20 attempts

WILDCAT FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

PREP FOCUS

Anything
But Perfect

Tigers take
care of
Mayfield
MURRAY MAKES
MARSHALL CO.
SWING TO CLOSE

DESPITE 3-0 START,
BROOKS SAYS TEAM IS
FAR FROM UNBLEMISHED

OUT WEEK
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By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP)-- The Kentucky Wildcats may be undefeated, but they are far from unblemished.
The team is off
VP' WOK
to a perfect 3-0
start as it prepares
SiMing
for a final noncon- School
SEC(Oweeell)
ference
tuneup
EAST
against
Western
Vanderbilt
2-0
(4-0)
Kentucky SaturGeorgia
1-0
(4-0)
day, but the Wild1-C
(3-01
cats' players under- Florida
Kentucky
0-0
(3-0)
stand now how thin
0-1
:1-21
the line between Tennessee
Carolina
0-2
(2-2)
perfection and dis- South
WEST
aster can be.
1-0
44-0)
In their last Alabama
1-0 (3-0)
game, it took a LSU
1-1
(3-1)
game-saving ankle Auburn
Arkansas
(2-1)
0-1
tackle by Robbie
0-1
(2-2)
McAtee on a Hail Ole Miss
(1-3)
Mary attempt to Mississippi State 0-1

Staff Report
In a rare happening in volleyball. Murray shut out Mayfield in the second game of
their Monday night match at
Tiger Gym.
Lauren Dieleman served the
entire 25 points of the game
as the Lady Tigers dispatched
the Lady Cardinals 25-0 to win
the match in two games. 257 and 25-0.
With the win. Murray
improves to 15-7 on the season and rides the momentum
of two consecutive victories into
a district rematch with Marshall County tonight. Mayfield
remained winless on the year.
falling to 0-14.
'Dieleman led the Lady Tigers
with 15 aces, five assists and
three kills. Taylor Butler added
three kills and Abby Dowdy
had three assists.
,In junior varsity action, Murray defeated Mayfield 21-11 and
21-7. Chelcie Winchester served
up eight aces for the Lady Tigers
while Butler and Maria Speed
each had four aces. Aneshia
Gray and Kathryn Wilson each
served three aces.
Murray travels to Marshall
County tonight and hosts Christian Fellowship on Thursday
in two crucial district matches down the stretch. The Lady
Tigers were defeated by both
squads earlier this month and
will look to win their way
back into the top half of the
district standings.
Game time tonight is set
for 6 p.m. at Marshall beginning with junior varsity.

COLLEGE HOOPS

ROUNDUP
TOMMY DILLARD
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Sisters Lauren Dieleman (left) and Leah Dieleman have forged an on-court connection that has
Tubby's
the Lady Tigers hoping to break into the First Region Tournament for the first time since 2005.
nephew
Lauren, a sophomore, plays setter and Leah, a senior, is an outside hitter
killed in
Massachusetts DIELEFAAN SISTERS FORGE ON-COURT CONNECTION THAT
WORCESTER, Mass. (AP)
— A nephew of Minnesota
basketball coach Tubby Smith
was stabbed to death during a
fight at an off-campus apartment.
say
19-year-old
Police
William L. Smith. a Becker
College who lived in Scotland,
Md., was killed early Sunday.
The University of Minnesota
confirmed the victim's relationship with the basketball coach.
Smith was stabbed once in
the chest after a fight involving students and nonstudents
broke out during a house party
and spilled into the street,
Detective Captain Edward
McGinn said.
McGinn says a weapon was
recovered at the scene. No
arrests have been made, but
police say they interviewed
numerous witnesses and were
pursuing several leads.

r

HAS LADY TIGERS' ROLLING TOWARD POSTSEASON
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
Leah and Lauren Dieleman have an interesting
brand of chemistry.
Their arguments add spice to Murray volleyball
practice on a daily basis, but when game time rolls
around, the sisters' on-court connection leads to plenty of kills for Leah and a plethora of assists for Lauren.
"I think anyone who watches us play will notice
that Lauren sets to Leah a lot more than she sets to
other people," Lady Tiger head coach Breanna Volp
says. "I don't think it's that she thinks Leah is so
much better than everybody else: I think she just
remembers her on the court. I don't know exactly
what it is, but there's some kind of connection there."
The do-everything Dielemans also play basketball
and softball together at Murray but rarely see varsity playing time together. Leah. a senior, is a leader
on all three teams. Lauren, a sophomore, is only now
beginning to see playing time in basketball and softball.
Volleyball. however, is a different story entirely.
"Volleyball is definitely where we have the most

fun together," Lauren says.
And for good reason. The sister-to-sister connection has the Lady Tigers at 14-7 on the season and
speeding toward a collision course with district heavyweights Marshall County and Christian Fellowship
this week.
On the court, the Dickman sisters are completely
dependent on one another by virtue of their positions. Like a quarterback relies on his receiver. Lauren counts on Leah to turn her sets into points. Leab
depends on Lauren for a quality set she can hammer
into the opponent's court
They're the only two players who are on the court
at all times in the Lady Tigers' rotation, a familiarity that has led to the development of some in-game
rituals.
"When we're on the court and she gets a hit, I
always go up and give her a high-five," Lauren said.
"And when she messes up. she walks to me with
closed fists because she knows,I always give her a
high-five. It's just something we always do."
Another thing the sisters have a knack for is argu
ment. Ceaseless argument.
•See DIELEPAAN,28

preserve a victory
over Middle Tennessee State, a team they were
expected to blow out. Thus. linebacker Braxton
Kelly — the team's defensive captain — said the
players consider themselves 3-0 in record only.
"Guys on the team don't really accept that as
a win," Kelly said. "We feel we've got to do a
lot better than that if we're going to call ourselves a quality team."
Western Kentucky,facing the state's flagship institution in football for the first time ever, will be
looking for a signature upset Saturday at Commonwealth Stadium. The good news for the Wildcats is that with last week's bye, they will have
had two weeks to prepare.
Coach Rich Brooks says the team has been
performing far better in practices lately than it
did before Middle Tennessee, albeit still not good
enough. Just as Middle Tennessee had plenty to
prove, so too do the Hilltoppers. Brooks said.
-This is an opportunity for them to come -rn
and make a major statement for their program,"
he said. "We need to make sure it's just a statement that they're playing here."
Regardless of the outcome against Western,
Kentucky's players understand a far larger challenge awaits a week later when the team travels
to Alabama for a match with the No. 8 Crimson
Tide.
"We just got a little complacent, relaxed, thought
we'd arrived," defensive lineman Ventre!! Jenkins
said. "I'm not saying we're going to go out there
and kill Western. Western is a good program. But
we will not overlook them because we've got
Alabama in two weeks."
As for his players not being content with 3-0,
Brooks says they shouldn't be.
"The good news is we're 3-0 and we're not
happy with it." Brooks said. "We know we can
get better, and we have to get better because we
know what's ahead of us. If we don't get better.
what we all want to accomplish will be a heck
of a lot harder to achieve."
Injuries continue to work against Kentucky as
quarterback Randall Cobb. defensive tackle Ricky
Lumpkin and linebacker Micah Johnson are -all
expected to miss the game. Back from injury is
left tackle Garry Williams, who Brooks says will
reclaim his starting job

CIS te bowie.
Alabama-Kentacky game
Tusc,N, )S A. Ala. (AP) -- The AlabamaKentucky game will be televised by CBS.
The Oct. 4 game will kick off at 2:30 p.m.
CDT at Bryant-Denny StadituTi.
The two teams haven't met since the Crimson Tide's 45-17 win in 2004.
Other Southeastern 041ft-ref-ice games to be
televised that weekend include Florida at Artsittms
and Auburn at Vanderbilt
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in all three Boys I events.
Corey Hawes of Paducah, pimping in the
Men 3 division, recorded his best distame an
siser two years with a leap of 131 feet, good
for a Level 8 ranking. potential Nationals qualification and a second place finish
Joe Burkhead. of Paducah. skiing in the
Men 6 Jump disision. soared 116 feet, exceeding the national Men 6 Division record by one
foot. lie will have an opportunity to officially establish the Men 6 record next weekend at
the No Wake Lake Record Capability tournament in Chattanooga. For a record to be recognized by AWSA, it must be set in a Record
Capability tournament. Burkhead also achieved
a Nationals (Level 8) ranking in tricks.
Bob Harris, of Paducah, skiing in Men 5
slalom, had his best performance of the year
with 88 buoys and a Level 7 ranking, good
for Regionals qualification. Carl Marquess of
Paducah turned in Level 7 performances in
both Men 5 trivls and slalom.

Murray man takes runner-up at
Trap Shooting Championships
Staff Report
Murray native Vernon Anderson recently participated in the
2008 Grand American Trap
Shooting Championships where
he placed sixth and finished runner-up in his yardage group
with a 98/100.
Anderson also non third
place in his yardage group in
the Neil Winston Handicap and
won the High All-Around Winner in his class and Runnerup in his class in High Overall.
The championships were
held Aug. 6-16 at the World
Shooting and Recreational
Complex in Sparta, ill. There
were more than 7.000 participants over the 10-day penod.
In the Grand American Handicap.-there were more than 2,700
shooters from all over the world.
Pareick Lamont from Brandon, Manitoba. Canada won
the event while breaking
100/100 from the 27-yard-line

Class IA
Plardingichoot
FPV Rod TP Pve
1 Beachwood
(16i 4-0 205
1
2 Les Christian
2
(Si 4-0189
3 Readend
- 3-0 160
3
.31145
4 Hazard
5 Lou Holy Cross
3-1 104
6 Frankton
3-1 96
5
7 Belleme
3-1 71
6
10
Wiliernaburg
3-1 64
9. Illeyfleld
14 44
10 Painesville
3-1 26
Others neeseirMg voles: 11 Fannew
2C
2 Emrnenoe 12 11, Crittenden
Co 6 1 4 Campbellsville 5 15 Pikeville
4 '5 keen Central 2
Gael 2A
Rank-School
FPV Rod TP Pee
1 Fort Campbell (20) 4-0 209
2 ?Wept Cent Can
3-1 175
2
(II 40156
3 Prestonsburg
3
4 Green Co
4-014,3
4
4.0135
5 Conon
6
Denville
6
2-2 111
7 laddlesboro
2-1 71
7
8 Monroe Co
4-0 64
9
9 Owensborc Catholic 0-4 2e
8
2.1 17
10 Shelby Valley
Others nrieervete vole: 11 Lou
DeSales 16 12 Bardstown 10 13,
Trigg Co. 9. 14 Carroll Co 5 15 COY
Holy Cross 3 16, Reldland 2
Class SA
Rank-School
FPV Red TP
1 Bettry
01) 4-0 199
2 Lou Cientrai
(91 1-1 184
3 Sheldon Clark
- 4-0 139
4 Henry Co
(1) 4.0128
5 Mason Co
- 3-1 115
6 Russell
- 3-1 93
7 Breathitt Co
- 2-2 71
8 Ekzabethtown
- 3-1 65
9 Harlan Co
- 3-1 34
10. Paducah Tilghman
- 1.3
7

Pvs
2
4
5
6
3
10
8
2111

Oise 4A
Renk-Sehtsol
MY Pled TP Pre
1 Bel Co
(17) 40206
1
2 Boyle Co
2
(3) 4.0177
3 Las Catholic
3
(1) 2-2152
4 North Buell
4
- 3.0151
S. Lone Oek
7
- 1411$
6 !Ammon Co
-4.0 90
9
7 Warren East
- 3-1 62
6
8 Rociicastle Co
- 3-1 48
5
- 3-1 42
S. Calloway Co.
10 Alien Co Scottsville
- 3-1
36

MICHAEL DANN,' Ledger & Tithes
Vernon Anderson took home a runner-up third and sixth
place finish at the 2008 Grand American Trap Shooting
Championships in August.

before the regular season ends.
"We're starting to get ourselves rearranged for postseason,- manager Lou Piniella said,
adding that the oft-injured Harden feels good.
Left-hander Sean Marshall
will get the ball Tuesday night
against the New York Mets
instead of Harden, who will
go in Lilly's spot Thursday at
Shea Stadium. Zambrano goes
Wednesday. and Dempster's turn
comes up again Friday against

•Racers
From Page 1B
average, quite honest/y," Griffin said Monday at his press
conference.
In reference to the contest
against Western Kentucky, Griffin cited miscommunication
issues as the biggest thing holding his running game back, but
was sure that any of that was
cleared up after weekend meetings.
"There was more of that
than we have had all year."
Griffin said of miscommunication issues. "1 sat in here
with the offensive line (Sunday night) and we cleaned some
things up. I'd like to say that
we simplified things, but it's
the same thing we have been
doing since the spnng. It is
amazing when you miss your
target, you're not going to have
success. The disappointing thing
is to he real honest, there are
things the kids haven't been
making mistakes in dunng the
week in practice, all of our
position coaches do game-plan
tests on Friday. It's not like
they're getting it wrong on those
tests. So, it was simple miscommunication between the
center and the guards."
Charlie Jordan continues to
be the Racers' leading rusher
with 124 yards on 32 attempts

LOUISVILLE Ky AP)- The top rants
in the KentoWy Assucialed Press NO
school loolball polls win lost-Mace
voNs records total points and previous
rankings

Others receMns votes: 11 Butler Co
23 12 nom Oldham 21 13 Estill Co
18 14 kid an Co 13 15 Western
Hies 11 (6 Russeenne 9 17 Wayne
Co 3

Cubs juggle rotation to prepare for playoffs
NEW YORK (AP) - The
Chicago Cubs adjusted their
pitching rotation this week to
prepare for the first round of
the playoffs.
The NL Central champions
pushed Rich Harden back a
couple of days to Thursday and
bumped Ted Lilly to the weekend series at Milwaukee. That
means Chicago's top four
starters, Carlos Zambrano. Harden, Ryan Dempster and Lilly.
each will get one tuneup start

By nue Numbers
To',it rushes and yardage In the lour
green tor Murray Stale Mrs year

47-1N
Limuieth
27-2a
Wise
38-165
limb State
20-11 Wester, Kaalacky
in four games.
Jordan holds the only rushing touchdown for Murray State
this season and that came
against Lambuth in the season
opener.
Jordan averages 31 yards a
game. while Paul McKinnis
has 28.8 yards a game. netting just 115 yards on 23
attempts and Prince Nwaghara
has about the same amount of
attempts but just 64 yards to
show for it on 16 yards a
game.
"A quarterback's hest friend
is a tailback. A tailback's best
friend is those five fat guys
up front," Griffin added.
"They've got to be able to
move guys and help us in the
run game.
"You look historically at
some of the hest quarterbacks
at their peak, whether it's Troy
Aikman or Brett Favre, they
have a great running game. Until
we get that cleaned up our
quarterback play will he equally average."

Corey Huh,
,sidling a Windows
!wain
'
Specializing In insurance Claims

FREE ESTIMATES

270-293-9858
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Ski Nuts host final competition
Staff Report
The Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts hosted their
final competition of the 2008 season - the
David Moffitt Mernonal - this past weekend
at Twin Oaks Lakes, with seseral Ski Nuts
turning in outstanding performances. A total of
five local skiers competed in slalom, tncks and
jumping .
Austin Collins, 5. of Murray skied in his
first-ever tournament and placed first in Boys
I slalom and tricks. Both scores were good
for a Level 6 ranking and will likely qualify
young Collins for the 2009 Regionals, where
he will he one of the youngest skiers to compete.
Jackson Hawes, II. of Paducah. turned in
his best-ever performance in Boys 1 Tricks.
His score of 850 points, placing him in the
highest AWSA ranking bracket. virtually assured
him of qualification for the 2009 Nationals at
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Hawes also Jumped 42 feet and placed third

lui ras Ledger ik limes

the brewers.
Piniella said Monday he'll
use a four-man rotation in the
postseason. But he wouldn't
commit to a starter for Game
1 of the division series Oct. 1
at Wngley Field, at least partly because Chicago's opponent
hasn't been determined yet
It could very well be the
Mets, who lost 9-5 to the Cubs
in the opener of a four-game
series Monday night. New York
has a one-game lead in the
wild-card race over Milwaukee
and would play Chicago in the
first round if the NL standings
don't change
Piniella plans to announce
his division series rotation this
weekend. The Cubs clinched
their second consecutive NL
Central title Saturday and
wrapped up home-field advantage throughout the NL playoffs by winning Monday night.

°Plant retwving votes: 11 F rankknSirn;vso- 26 12 Lou Fercele 16 13.
Hopkins Co Central 10. 14 Lou
Valley 2 14 LaRue Co 9 16 Franklin
Co 7 17 Lou Western 3 18 Knox
Central 2
gess 5.4
Rank-School
FPV Rod TP Pvs
1 Highlands
t 20. 3-1 206
- 43 176
Hardin
2 John
2
3 Bowling Green
3-1 155
3
4 Owensboro
4
III 4-0 139
- 4.139
5 Johnson Central
5
6 Coy Celnolor
- 3-1 (19
6
7
7 Chasten Co
- 3-1 68
- 3-1 64
8 Mo., Co
9
9 Anderson Co
10
- 3-0 52
10 Woodlord Co
- 3-1 25
Others
recelvins
voles:
11.
Hopkinson. 17 12, LalaCtler County
Central 9 13 Let Bryan Station 6 13.
Whiney Co 6 15 Southwestern 3 16.
Lou Jeflersontown 2
Class 6A
Rate-School
FPV Red TP
i19) 3-0208
1 Lou Tnney
2 Lou St Saver (2) 3-0 191
3 Lou DuPont Man
3-0 167
4-0 137
4 Madison Central
- 2-1 91
5 Scott Co
-2-183
6 Lou Male
7 Gorge Rogrs Clark - 4-0 81
• 4-0 SS
It. Graves Co.
- 2-1 30
9 Lou Fern Creek
- 2-1 29
10 Lou Seneca

Mrs
1
2
3
4
6
5
8
9
10

Cellars macs/sang sides: 11 Daviess
Co 28 '!2. Boone Co 24 13
Henderson Co 12 14 Lou Ballard 10
14. Lou Eastern 10 16 Lou Pleasure
Ridge Park 8 17. litedisonville-North
Holleriss 4. 17 Main Central 4 19 Let
Henry Clay 2

re
.
4/0 IP
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Call me today for a FREE quote.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Netionat Football League
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pet
Bathe°
3 0 0 1 000
1
0 667
Nevi England
2
N Y Jets
1
2 0 333
Miami
1
2 0 333
South
W
1 T Pct
Tennessee
3 0 0 1 000
Jacksenvele
1
2 0 133
1
Inclenspoes
2 0 333
Houskri
0 2 0 000
North
VI
L T Pct
Bellmore
2 0 0 1 000
2
1 0 66'
Pittsburgh
Cinannati
0 3 0 000
Cleveland
0 3 0 000
Weet
W
L T Pet
Denver
3 0 0I 000
1
Oakland
2 0 333
San Diego
1
2 0 333
Kansas City
0 3 0 000
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
Deka,
3 0 0 1 000
N Y Gents
3 0 0 1 000
Wallington
2
1 0 667
Phiedelphe
2
1 0 667
Sera
96 L T Pet
Tampa Bay
2
1 0 667
Atlanta
2
1
0 667
2
1 0 667'
Carolina
2 0 333
New Orleans
North
•
T Pet
Cl 667
1
Green Bay
2
1
Meviesote
2 0 333
1
Chicago
2 0 333
Detron
0
3 0 000
96,5.
W
L T Pet
Arizona
2
1
0 667'
San Francisco
2
1
0 867
Seattle
1
2 0 133
0
3 0 000
St Louis

Sunday's Games
Tennessee 31 Houston 12
BONI° 24 Oakland 23
Minnesota 20. Carolina 10
Atlanta 38 Kansas City 14
Tampa Bay 27. Chicago 24. OT
Washington 24, Arizona 17
Mien 38, New England 13
Y Giants 26, Cincinnati 23. OT
Seadle 37 St Louts 13
San Franosco 31. Detroit 13
Denver 34, Nes Orleans 32
Etalanore 26. Cleveland 10
Jacksonville 23. Indianapolis 21
PhladelPhie 15 Prtsburgh 6
()efts 27 Green Bay 16
Monday's Geese
San Diego 48 N V Jets 29
Sunday Sect 28
Arizona at N V Jets No.,
Minnesota al Tennessee, MootDenver at Kansas City Noe.
Ban Francisco al New °nears het:
Atlanta at Carolina Noon
Cleveland at Caw:Irina', Noon
Green Bay al Tampa Bay Neon
Houston at Jacksonville Noon
BONI° at St Louis 3-05 p m
San Diego at Oakland 3 05 p rn
Washington at Dallas 3 15 p mr
Philageionia at Chicago 7 15
Open Indianapoks MOUT, New
England Seattle N V Gents Detroit
Monday, Sept. 29
Baltimore at Pittsburgh, 7 30 p m

American League Stinclaws
Al Timm CDT
East Citemon
96
L Pet GB.
43 62 ear
y Tempe
91 9658.3 2l.
Bostr
195 71 545 9 12.
New York
83 73 532 10 12r
Touren
67 88 432
Bellmore
24;
Canard Obasion
W
L Pet 05
86 89 556
Cnceco
84 72 538 2 12
Minnesota
79 77B 7 1.2
Cleveland
71 84 458
15
Dane
71 66 452
Kansas City
16
Most MOW
W 1PO ae
97 59 622
it-Los Angeles
75 81 481
°nand
22
75 82 478 22 12
57' 99 365
40
Seale
x-dreted Mawr
y-cinctecl Mayo. spot
Monde,* Games
Cleveland 4 Boston 3
Kansas Cay 6 Detroit 2
Terme Bay 4 Belarrom. 2
Oakland 4 Texas 3 11 minc
LA Angels 2 Seale 1
Tuundres Ganes
•
Twist Bey(9vOis 13-8) at Belancre
101scr 9-91 405 p m 1st game
Orman](i.e. 22-21 at Boson Misiteteld
9-111605pm
Kansas City (Grenke 12-10; al Deed
(Garda 1 -01 605 pm
N Y Yankees(Mussna 18-91 at Toronto
(Utsch 12-81,607 pm
Oadond (Outman 1 1, it Texas 74ICICert 3..
5) 705pm
Chicago Whie Sot (Vazquez 12-141 at
=
lannesolla (Bate, 9-4' 10 p m
Tampa Bay 15830.4(
Bellmore (Solon.
.
0-01 7 35 dm 2nd geme
LA Argots (Jer weaver 11-10' at Seale
(Feerabend 1-41 9 10 p m
lesions!tants Windings
Al Tiros cor
East[Mason
W
L Pet Off
89 66 567
Phiadenta
New York
86 70 551 21)2
Honda
81 75 519 7112
Atlanta
69 88 439
20
Washington
58 98 372 30 1,2
Ostend Olvielen
W
L Pet GB
t-Chcago
95 60 613
Miweeee
85 71 545 10 12
Houston
62 73 529
13
St Louis
80 76 513 15 1/2
Cronnat
73 83 4611 22 12'
66 91 417 30 12
Pesbung,
Most Olviakin
W
Pot OS
Los Angeles
81 75 519
Anzons
79 77 506
2,
Colorado
71 85 455
10
San France:a
11
70 86 449
61 95 391
San Dego
20.
olneekl cfroskin
Mondejs Gorses
Gnome 7 Ronda 5
Philadeprie 6 Mania 2
,licauo Cubs 9 N Y Mats 5
tvvoria 4 Si Loms 2
Tunany's Gams
rearm (Hampton 2-3)0 Philadelphia
•
(Harnets 14-91 605 p m
Fbreta (Olsen 8-101 al Waslenglon (Mart.
0-3) 610pm
Cheep Cuts(Mandel 3-4)aNY Mete.J Sanare 14-71 6 10 p m
Pieburgn (Karsons 2.6) ei hAdwaukec.
(Bush 9-10) 705 pm
Gnome(Vaguer 16610 Houston
(Rodrogiez 8-6) 7-05 p m
Anzons (RJornson 10-9)0 St Lour.
(Lorese 14-6t 7 15 p m
San Diego (LeBlanc 1-lI at LA Codgers
(Bingsley 15-10) 9 10 p m
Colorado iU Jimenez 11-121 a Sew
Francisco llinoaarn 17-41 9 15 p m

SportsBriefs
▪ Murray Middle School will had is basketball tryouts on Sept. 29
and 30 in the MMS gym from 3:30-5 p.m. Any MMS girl in grades 6-8
who would like to try out should attend both days and must have a current sixth grade sports physical on file in the
information, contact
Amy
McDowell
a my.me-dowel'0murray.kyschools.us.

school
at

office. For more
753-5202

or

•The National Whiffleball Federation will hold its Nationals on Oct

In Benton. Fortv teams trom 10 states are registered for the tournament and local teams are invited to participate. For more information.
contact gregO nwhbf.net.
11

•Dieleman
From Page 1B
"We criticize each other more
than anyone else," says Leah.
"We get into arguments every
day at practice, but it's just
something that makes us better. I think. Pretty much every
day we argue. year-round, every.
sport. But we don't take it out
on each other. She's not going
to not set me because we get
into an argument over something"
But Leah and Lauren never
let their sibling rivalry affect
their play.
"When it comes to game
time. you can't even tell.- Lauren says. "We just push everything aside. We get our yelling
out in practice and we're done."
The Thelernan family moved
to Murray from Essex, Iowa,
in the summer of 2001. prior
to Leah's sixth-grade year.
When they. arrived and enrolled
in the Murray school system.
the Dielemans were disappointed there was no school-supported volleyball.
Leah had played the sport
since she was in second grade
and hoped to continue. But the
tamily quickly discovered volleyball didn't hold the same
luster in western Kentucky as
tn the nation's Corn Belt.
"It's just as serious as basketball or football (in Iowa),"
Leah recalls. "There were big-

ger crowds for volleyball games
at my old school than we have
here, and we only had 70 people in the high school."
Her Iowa roots gave Leah
a solid background in the fundamentals of the sport. and
though she took a short break
from volleyball, that groundlevel knowledge never really
left her.
Though Lauren was too
young to play when the family left Iowa. Leah passed on
her knowledge of the game to
her younger sister The two
began playing together when the
sport was launched at Murray
in 2002.
"Their fundamental skill
level is better than average.
probably because they're from
Iowa and they have been
exposed to it since a very
young age," Volp said. -They
also can practice with one another.
"They don't have to go to
a gym to pass the ball with a
teammate They- can just do it
right at home."
As an older sibling and a
member of a senior class that
has had to take a leadership
role in girls' sports at Murray
from a young age. there isn't
a high school athlete in the
area more accustomed to leadership than Leah
She's the Lady Tigers' vocal

general and the one who gets
much of the glory, thanks to
her position.
Lauren, by virtue of being
a setter, plays what is perhaps
the most important role on the
team, hut often toils in the
background.
younger
Die leman
The
admits those roles have led to
some resentment in the past.
but she says she has matured
and put those feelings behind
her this season.
"I'm one of the most experienced players on the team
Ion even though I'm younger
because I started play ing in
seventh grade.- Lauren said.
"Last year, especially. it was
hard to take advice from her
because I felt like she was just
trying to put me down, but
I've gotten used to it this year
and it's been pretty good."
With just four regular season games remaining before a
trip to the All 'A Classic state
tournament, time is running
thin for the sisters' playing
days together. After four years
together ID the program and
two years as varsity teammates.
Leah will be graduating and
attending college away from
Murray, possibly at Campbellsville University. where she
hopes to play volleyball or basketball.
Though they still have has-

kethall and softball seasons
remaining together, both sisters say they feel a sense. of
urgency' to make the best or
their remaining time in the game
that has given them their closest bond.
"It's going to be sad to
lease it.- Leah said. "I'm going
to miss it a lot Volleyball's
different than the other two
because she starts and we work
so closely together. We think
a lot of the same thoughts in
games and we always know
where each other's at on the
court.
'0131 S,INiut SPONSOR{ 2 '
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W,radio
TODAY
WNB A BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 - Playoffs Eastern
Conterence s(,marnels game 3
Indiana at Detroit (it necessary
p.m.
ESPN2 - Playoffs Western
Conference semifinals game 3 Loa
Angeles at Seattle 10 necessary)

LOC8211,
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6.32 per
WNBS 1340 AM - Arizona at St
Louis
6 p.m
WOFC '130 AM -- jell Fisher shoe
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The Calloway Cosoci .Kentucky, School District
Finance Corporation. will until 1100 AM.EDST.
on September 30, 2008 receive in the office of the
Kentucky
School
Facilities
Construction
Commission. Suite 102 229 W Minn Street.
Frankfort. Keetucky 40601 competitive bride for it
S3.52.5000 School Building Revenue Bonds. Series of
2008 dated October 1 20451. maturing October 1.
2009 through 2026 Specific information and
required Official Bid Form available in POS at
www rsarnuni corn from Ross. Suiclaire & Associates,
LLC 134,4

Seale
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An ordinance amending the Calloway County budget for the fiscal year 2008-2009. to include unanticipated receipts from State CarantWEBASTO Roof
System. Inc and increasing expenditures in the
area of $500.000 00 was adopted by the Calloway
County Fiscal Court on September If, 2006 A copy
of the adopted ordinance with full text is available
fer public inspectaan at the office of the County
Judge/Executive Larry Elkus, during normal burnnew hours
INVITATION' TO BID
The City of Murray Fire Department will receive
sealed bids for Rescue Unit Sealed bids are to be
marked -Bid - Back-Up Rescue Unit' and delivered
to the City Clerks Office by 200 p m local tame on
Riewtay, September 30. 2008 Spenficaraone are
available at the City Clerk's Office located at 104
North 5th St . Murray KY 42071 The City of
Murray reserves the right to waive informalities
and to miler' any and all bids
INVITATION TO BID

S Ganes
•
41 Philaciagtwa
rr
Wastingion Marts

Sealed bide will he received by the Murray Electric
System at 401 Olive Street PO Box 1095 Marra,
KY 42071 until 4.00 PM., Monday September 29th.
2009 for concrete foundauon conatruciten wort For
details please contact the Murray Electric Sysiern
270-762-1709
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medical

respiratory equipment in the home enveonment
Full time with benefits available Applications

CNA/Nurse Aide, FuN time 2 00-10:00pm

Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge
EOE

DISCLAIMER
'Alien accessing the
-help warned.' section
:In our classifieds
tihpage a
rourrayiedeer con.
you will be redirected
to eteetwort.com
By dcfauk.
May aid local Jiob
itsoaxs will appear on
des ...dune
However as a national
websee. 031 all lisnags
on the jobeetwort.oren
are placed thmugh
the Murray Ledger
Times Please call
us if you hive an
questions regarding
the Menai arca
ph listings Thank you

CALLOWAY GardensEssex Downs Apts
now taking bids for
roof replacement Call
for more information
2701-53-8556

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
Weer Own risk Atthough
persons and companies rnentioried herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsitelrty whatsoever for their
activities

FOUND Black tab
type dog on Cherry
Corner Multi-colored
collar 436-2025 or
293-8062
FOUND Female calico
cat in Cantertury area
very thin wearing or*
and white flea collar
759-1552

12 Tax Preparers
needed for local tax
offices Earn extra
income wee seasonal
employment FREE
lax classes available
Cat Jackson Hewitt at
966-554-1040 for •nto
or to inquire about
positions for expen
enced tax professionals
CAMPBELL RE is
'oolong for new real
estate agents Cali
now to pin the team
759-8780
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. full-time, training provided, must be
dependable.
Pay
hourly rate and bonuses Apply in person
Signmasters. 8503 US
Hwy 68 East. Benton
(Fairciealingi

Community Manager
Wesiey at Murray is a
27 Unit non-profit
retirement =immunity
in need of a live in
Manager/Site
Assistant Duties *41
include emereency
response to residents
whew office is ctosed
Office duties we
include oartsficabon of
residents to live in the
community, collections
of rents. paperwork
supers/mon of
small part time staff
Knoinedge of Yardi
arid HUD software is
helpful Must be tamilar wrth Word for
Windows and Excel
spreadsheet use
Must have a love of
elderly Compensator
is apartment /bong
Wee hourly wage for
20• hours of office
work weekly during
the day Benefits
available Excellent
opportunity for a graduate student or
retiree Possible to
waive Irving or site
Send resume to
Anita Darnall
Wesley Hies
1020 Caleb St
Dyersburg, TN 38024
fax number 731-2856909
phone 731 287 0707
or see our Websee at
ewe wesleysenorminrstnes org to send
resume

UNITED STATES
NAVY
Some benefits of the
United States Navy
*Up to 570.000 toward
your education or 4
year scholarships
fUp to $65.000 for college debt
*30 days vacation wee
pay each year
0-lousog ano food
allowances
•Free medical and
dental
•Travel the globe- Far
East Europe, Australia
For more mtormabon
call 1-900-777-6299 or
let stloursOcnrc navy
mii

L3TERACY Coach:
West Kentucky
Educational
Cooperative is accepting applications in, the
pan-time position of
Literacy Costal
Primary responsibilities include learning
how to omen in the
Collaborate. Mode
for Content Literacy
and coaching faculty
IT a middle and high
school setting, The literacy coach will evaluate the literacy needs
wytnir various subiect
areas and collaborate
with school leadership
teams and teachers to
interpret and use
assessment data to
inform instruction A
successful candidate
we have experience
anceor personal dualities that predict success in coirabof abng
wilt' and coaching others who have venous
levee of eXparleoce
and knowledge
Kentucky teaching certificate required web a
minimum of 3 years of
successful experience
in leeching Students in
grades 6-8 or 9-12
any discipline area)
Masters degree pretewred
Interested candidates
may submit a resume
of professional and
educational expenences. Three prolesssonal references, and
a letter of interest to
Dr. John Settee.
Executive Director
West Kentucky
Educational
Cooperative 420
Wefts Haft Murray
State
University Murray.
KY 42071-3318
Application deadline:
October 7. 2006.
Inquires should be
Orected to John C
Settle at 270-809-6975
or
iahr settle0wkec org
The Win; Kentockv
Etlucebonar
Cooperative is an
must opporlunlly
employer

LOCAL
insurance
office has an opening
for an entry-level staff
position If you are
pleasant, personable.
career-minded, ambitious. a serf-starter with
work
good
habits.
please apply at 707
South 12111. Suite A,
Murray.
KY.
NO
PHONE CALLS,
MAJOR TRANSITS
MURRAY. KY TAKING
applicalrons for Over
night dnyers.
270-761-3912
NOW laddng applIcehard tot al poellione
end all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drtve-in 2'. S 12th
St, Murray, KY No
phone calls.
PROFESSIONAL Feld Representative
wanted for Murray
area, no experience
required Excellent
training program sates
track, recome potential and benefits tor
those who quaker
Woocknen of the
World Life Insurance
Society, Omaha.
Nebraska Resumes to
1710 SR121 N. Suite
F, Murray. KY 42071
or call 753-4382

scooter
ELECTRIC
Victory model, always
kept charged, hardly
used. $750-obo Cash
only 731-642-3607
LIKE new solid cherry
custom built entertainment center
112-Wx99-H $2,900
270-753-0020

PENNY
PUMPKIN PATCH

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full I.ne of all Sony Sat
panel TV s Ali the
newest makes and
inciumnq
models
Sony s
Best
XBR
series Or display for
free delivery & set custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices locally
owned and operated
Cone i" see these
magnificent TV $ in
action
Murray
Telephone
Inc
corElectronics
ner of 8th and Arcadia
(270)753-7567
Morning
WARM
Propane Gas Heater
No
VRModel
65CMAB
Used
2
years $375
270-293-0154

LARGE
SELIECTION
USIt CO multaakc

for sale
condition

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Saes
RepairieUpgracies
759.3556
Reit le Ike
ANTIQUES CallLarry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks arid
tractors Also haul
436-5235. 227-6004

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Stain St.
(270) 751-7653

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

hliDE-a-bed sofa neutral colors used less
than 1 yr $700 Lazy
Boy power lie chair
used less than 1
month. $800
270-703-1879
TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antroues
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-636'

I

Iftlik """is For
2 BR & lot $10900
753-6012

, BR apt various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
2 BR all appliances
including red and dish759-5885,
washer
293-7085
2 BR, 2 BA apartment
$500 per month
293-5423
2 BR. 2 BA duplex,
very nice with many
extras Beautiful moldings and decor Noe
shrubbery, flowers and
trees House garage
with opener, nice patio
with half covered too.
all appliances furnished 902A N 20th
No pets $650
753-5344

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

2BR
IBA
duplex
1304
Appliances.
Peggy Ann Section 8
ok. 270-753-0259
2BR duplex, mice,
Oili/A. appliances furnished Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
MR& 38R apartments
available Great matron 1 year tease 1
month depose, rio
pets 753-2905
4 BR. 2 BA, all appliances Move in tree
days Coleman RE
753-9898
BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel Al new
appliances provided
including e'ci Super
nit* with large deck
Water, sewer trash
and all electric included
$550,mc
plus
depose
No lease
required No smoking
within and no pets
270-492-82'1

Cal'NI-7355
"-xxicorsosa,,,,,urs

IMO Howes For Rini I

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
ensiOe climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
.Safe & clean
-We sea boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2 BR. 1 BA newly
remodeled, nice yard
711 Paime St $475
monthly No pets 270293-3710
BA-72-Cii
2-BR. 1garage, large yard.
partially fenced $550
psis
security
and
ease 978-7441
2 or 3 BR houses near
downtown
Murra y
753-4109
3 Br, brick on Melrose
Owe, 2 Ba, new central arebeet, all alectnc
bog fenced brickyard.
2-car garage, dishwasher, stove
wel
hook-up SW lease.
$850 Cal
270-767-0615
3 BR, very
Coleman RE
753-9e98

nice

FEEDER Pigs free
ranee 8 wks old -S30

RESIDENTIAL budding
lots located Sunset,
Loch Lomond
and
Williams Ave 731-6424161 between
Etam-apm. Mon-Sat.
let

Waterfront
Kentucky Lake
61 A-939-0263

Lots For See
Beautiful 5 acre lot tor
sate I mite WSW OT
Murray $59 500 Call
293-0371

''OWNER Finance No
credit check e 3 BR 2
Be completely remodeled 127 Tea Rose
New Concord $1 50C
(low' $575 per month
Ca/ Ruth* at
753-2e'e2

lila
Far Sell Or Law
Beautiful iocation a
105 N. fier. St tor office
spaces salon act
4,125sq ft.
$3.500
monthly. Call 270-8360717 or 753-6944

3 BR, 2 BA erwaill
Murray
34
serf
$135.000 obo
293-2269 435-4,40

Gen lrayiew
Alias"at Le,.

Qom"Dods
This% Clullolla
70-1-05511
OFFICE or retell space
available Prime lace
bon 753-2905
293-1480
Office space for rent
370 SC; R SW of Court
Square
$200 Per
month, utilities included. 753-5411
STORAGE building
40x40. gas heat insulated. located 406 12
Sunbury Circle Murray
$300ertorille Call
Carlos Black
(270)4-36-2935
Sidallet

.0•611
GATESBOROUGH 2
homes. FS/30
41/3, 3.000 AC 4.000
acres
total
9
5199.000 OBO
completely
3122
remodeled
Nevi
everything $149900
417-337-3561
GREAT starter home
29R. 1BA. 1.200 sq
ft large shady lot.
Hardee KY $30.000
OBO 12701293-3365

I

old
male
2
yr
Bullmastrffs
brindle
with
house
broke
Petters 270-748-5307
DOG Obedience
436-2858

LARGE 2 BR. 2 full BA,
all appliances. walk In
closet 70138 Bagwell
Cl 227-5173
Large
apt
studio
above Bradley Book
Co.on campus newly
remodeled
1303
Chestnut
Street
$675eno
Includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710
NICE 2 BR duplex apt
on
Northwood
Dr.
$475 270-753-5992

-Whom i-11116" "
2/0-753-1c. •

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
726 S.4TH ST.
arms of 121S.a GleallakeMI10 $25 Iex15 SM
4271I) 436-2524
(276) 293-6406

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apes
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

30B brick large Irving,
dining and kitchen.
1BA attached garage.
lots of storage and
closets, appliances fur
rushed $500-no plus
small deposit 807 N
16trSi Phone
759-4665

a,allabie

Caittis at
:giad to tte,

I Bee0 St Rt
Murray KV 420-

NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

New 2-4
Bedroom haws
in RiNerfaeld
F.states.
Matt Jennings
293-7872

V

GET INTO

tat:1

/.14E CAPtIE

Subvnbc tor all how &mewl too:bail Jahn.'
.1
MI RR 11
. .1

IWO
2 Br brick duplex
Peggy Ann Drive $300
plus depose
Nice 3 Br 1 Ba brick
duplex South 4th $450
plus deposit Call
753-1513 or 978-0616
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Loci, presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

I

GOT LANG? Own land
or have family land
you car
available
quality for $0 eee
Call
kV
FREE
APPROVAL
731-5844429.

2 BR $295
753-6012

& Sueoh7s

Far Alia

DUPLEXES for rent.
All appliances
included.
767-9948

Num Rinadiegt

WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

ApedireateFer het

Sc-r

Washer & Dryer, 5100
each. 753-6944

Housekeeper for all
your needs Please
call tor an appointment(7311782-3949

I

Caraeraone
Realt & Rental
Rental Prover1s
Proprrts Management

niama-tsaiiis
$6:1,50041 121.'(270)7531713

Housecleaning
270-759-9553

Computer
excellent
753-8630

One and leo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

P==
Pr*
11,0111•5168

A Women s Touch
cleaning service 26
yrs espenerice Call
Susan at
270-436-2216

EXPERIENCED and
reliable housekeeper
and
Businesses
homes Very flexible
Call (270) 293-5593
ask for Della.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

62CURS*
A18101,1
GAMINS

are available at 905 Arcadia Circle Murray

VISA

She Tzu puppies
AKC'CKC male
female $250-5350
270-251 03,r,

1505 plueuid Dnse • Murray. KY 4207I

ADULT-size electric
scootertighway lights
condition
excellent
$225 (270I978-1503
761-4653

and

ftb

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

16x12 utility trailer
$600 Call 293-1139

Must be dependable Experience is a plus.
Requirements etude on call, delivery set-up

R111 fa
Fa.11
-11a I pa
Spa.
it I pa
T.II La.

;arm

tidos
For Sale

Patient Service Technician needed for the
areas el Home Medical Equipment Company

BMW

020

youts on Sept 29
girl in grades 6-8
must have a curoffice.For more
753-5202
or

1110210 Some Lob Far Flont

Mod arm&
LAS Prawn,
WS For $SD
Lola Fs lass
Foss Far US
Acmes
Mama Fs tab

working conditions, pleasant atmosphere

PUBLIC NOTICE

I Gamma
2
Mats 5

US
SI
Mil
SS
se
CM
MMA

Preferred experienced but will train Good

.
tandiar 12-14
• 710pm
3141Balknore (Srroet.
erne
er 11-10) de
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Fars firaipmr•
mare, Essarera
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Noma OF BOND SAI.JI
s Games

Ile
I.
11111.
110
ns

lasal Malls.
alas
Panarsla

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI
•AII Size Units
Available
.flovo Home
Clirreate Control

LEDG'ER&TillES I
Haase Delivery
3- _DM
6 ma. _255.19
I yr.--$1115.10

• Rest of RY/TM

e
e

3
6 me.--1140.110
I yr.-$12&112

e
e Cheek

Money Order
1

Name
I A Address

4

City

i
II State
Daytime Ph
Mail this rsupon with payment to

1
1

Murray Lodger & Tisies
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

753-4853
I.

wtan 41

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • 1tiesday , September Z.I. 20O14
(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down. easy financing!
(270) 4434737

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Caøus as atUbe
gted to help.
Wray Lege' A

14witst Fer
[1113
REDUCED'
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
ck-xibie garage waterfront rot wort trees
storage shed floating
boat dock concrete
boat
ramp
Cali
$248.500 00
753-2905 or 293-85%

& ATVs
1999 Yamaha VStar
1100 excellent condition lots of extras
$3.900 obo 978-0012

AARDVARK
Coristuction Roofing
painting
hauling
trees garage & yards
270 47430-n-years
0782
Cell 270-9786609
ALL C,arpentry
Construction
*i+ornes *Remodeling
• Decks *Screened
Porches *Garages
silotten
*Sagging
Floors •Termee
Damage *Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
2'0-753-2353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE I PARTS
(2701 293-5726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

‘I I
11
I'.1,\11112

USED TIRES

*Noes

270-7531916

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming. removal
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-2839

14. '
7' 1 00117

I ;Oil

JOES JOBS
- 1 RA\ Is
‘I

Coll 753.5606

i
MUST see' 99 Buick
Park Avenue tiers
Leather, all power
local Kelley Book
$4,945 Best Offer
753-8096
1998 Ford Escort IX2
automatic, air condition. $2.400
(2701530-0281.

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawn shrubs,
iltIng
bushogging.
leaves act 978-0543
436-5277 alter 6prn
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix it s repairs
No rob too small
Gladly serving the
lakes area. 436-2228.

Useit Trade
1994 Ford Ranger ex'
cab v'6. 5 sp $2,500
759-164.3
011tred

Dar ---nd lasnotrana
Mew traereemli

ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION Repair
and Maintenance for
residential and commercial doors and
openers 293-2357
RENOVATIONS.
remodeling odds and
ends, custom book
shelves, act 26 years
quality
service
Excellent craftsman ship. Cal Gary
227-7930.
Aldridge & lecCo s
looting Co
Me Heim era
„swerve asereater
Prier_:

.211112a.

Hill Electric, MU HANDYMAN
for all your handyman
s.mc I'
24 None saaveca
Res Corn & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - Mg or small

753-9

2

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
ciefininv hauling. etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDAKE Haueng Clean
out garages gutters
iunli & tree work
CUSTOM bushhog.
ging call Marlon Cox
270-703-7452
270-437-3006

needs Sion'',clear up
and repair 293-5438
FOR an you (oo5ng
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschaii
492-8500 or 293-8156

SMALL Job Repairs
Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates
Call 293-6753

Calhoon Construction,uc
FREE

Fp,EE
Licensed
Estimates and Insured 6-Stirnates
Additions. Drywall. Painting, Wirklows
Roofing. Decks. Sun Rooms
Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

Hart s
Rio K ‘hanallts

2-#1.22 921'
101141O

*•I1H •II lNI ii\t \11 lir 151'

sita

az\ Ii I

R E.AL ESTA
AUCTION
91 ?Fola cou,wArie 840.
NItrItHAT. KT 4207&

270-705
70-7

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
41aCCUraCieS do OiCCUr
Readers using this
information do so at
thee own risk Although
persons and comba•
nies mentioned hereinare believed to be reputebie The Murray
Ledger I Times rot
any of rts employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
WOODALL
Companies Roofing
*Incensed *Bonded.
*Insured
=roe Estimates
(270)871-0195
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

Online mall mixes shopping with socializing
By BILL WOLFE
The Courser-Journal
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API —
like to shop. but can't get to the
stores until after hours'? Love the
mall, hut can't stand the traffie"
Louisville Web entrepreneur
Mark Stein says he has a solution Let your digital persona do
the walking in a 1-D virtual
mall.
Stein, a longtime professional
mediator in Louisville, found
online success in 2002 when he
launched
OurDi v(lice
Agreement corn. a do-it-yourself system for working through
the complex issues of breaking
up. Today that site has customers
throughout
North
America. Australia and Great
Britain, he said.
Now he hopes to strike gold
with
VinualEShopping.conn.
which takes users into a threedimensional environment like
those they might see in games
such as World of Warcraft or
Half-Life But in Stein's online
world, participants hunt for bargains. not monsters, as they:
meet, mingle and chat with other
virtual choppers.
The Web site depicts a typical
mall where shoppers can adopt
an animated figure called a persona to represent them in the
digital world. Participants can
then see and be seen by other
shoppers, providing a 3-D social
networking environment that is
meant to appeal to the
"Facebook crowd" of young or
tech-savvy computer users.
"We feel like it'll have a
strong draw to women, especially women with young
said Stein, whe began working
on the concept about three years
ago and launched the site in
Apnl.
Many tell Stein -the only
time that I get to shop is when
the kids have gone to bed. and
Illy then) the malls are closed,"
he said. The virtual mall offers
people "some of the social

lionostons
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY fee
Wednesday. Sept. 24, ISIS:
If you maintain focus this year,
you'll accomplish a lot more
than you thought possible in one
year. You have a way and style
that often draws many. You seem
to like people more than ever,
and often you can be found in
social situations. Try not to jump
to conclusions or sign agreements quickly. Do much-needed
research. If you are single, your
gregarious personality draws
many people. Choosing the right
person will take talent. Look to
2009 for a significant person
enter your life. If you are
attached, the more you do
together as a couple. the closer
your bond will become. LEO
reads you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positise, LAverage; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-AprI1 19)
***** Your positive style
once more has an opportunity to
emerge. You will need to doublecheck all messages and appoint
FREE 6 month oIcl rnents. Try not to solidity an
Beagle mix, friendly agreement if possible, today or
end affectionate. has in the next few weeks. A change
shots 270-767-0287
could make a different agreeFREE kittens to good ment more feasible Tonight
home Ready to go Ever playful
293-7535
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Free kittens. 1 yr old. *** You come from a point of
black & white male cat, anchonng, knowing full well what
good natured
your goals and needs are. Try
(2701436-2079
not to act or finalize any ideas for
a while Consider yourself in a
process of change where the
dynamics could easily transform
Toraght. Happy at home.
GEMINI (Miry 21-June 20)
***** Discussions flow in a
differen• vein than you might
anticipate Review a matter more
closely, and you'll come up with
ideas Give yourself the gin of
time, as you could be feeling out
of sorts Tonight. Visit with pais
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
*** Knowing your limits is
instrumental to success To
achieve a goal your budget
might need to expand Do more
investigating Find a different
path that might be more comfortable Remember nothing needs
to be decided today Tonight
Loading Dock of
Your treat
Murray Ledger &
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Listen to your instincts
Times
Investigate what a family member offers You could be conFirst Come
fused by all that drops on your
First Serve
plate Take your time sorting
Please
facts from fiction Understand
No Phone Cali%
your limits first Tonight Do your
thing'
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b!
Free
Pallets

Murray Ledger & Times

aspects of going shopping with
friends 'Meet me in the mall
Let's walk around, chat, shop,
window shop "
Men might go to the site as a
convenient way to shop
or as
a way to meet female shoppers.
Stein said
Older shoppers are also part
of the target audience. Stein
said. —There are a lot of seniors
online The mall is a familiar
environment for them That's
where they
walk during
inclement weather"
So the digital mall will be a
place 'They'll be familiar with
and comfortable with." There
are already dozens of active
VirtualEShopping sites, such as
VinualeLouisv:ille corn
and
VirtualeLexingtonKy.com, with
more being rolled out each
week. There will be at least 275
individual malls, including some
specialty sites targeted to men,
women, teenagers or other
groups, he said.
The malls are free to shoppers. VirtualEShopping will
make its money by a pay-perclick fee that advertisers will
pay whenever a shopper clicks
on their displays, and on commissions paid when shoppers
enter a store site and make a purchase.
While the mall interiors all
use 3-D imaging, shoppers who
enter an individual store site will
actually open a browser window
to the store's regular Web site.
-We would not ask advertisers to immediately he in the 3-D
realm," Stein said. "We wanted
Iii catch them where they are,
and that's in the 2-D realm." He
is hopeful, however, that stores
will adopt 3-13 as the technique
becomes more popular.
"We are like where the Web
was in the early to mid-'90s," he
said. With the growth of highspeed Internet service, "the 3-D
Web will grow dramatically
over the next five years, and that
within five to 10 years, anything
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VIRGO (Aug. 234ept. 22)
** Take your 11810 before making a decision. Your plaoetary
hiker changes course, encouraging you to Now down. Take the
ma several weeks for research
Keep your own counsel, as what
you hear might be off anyway
Tonight: Listen, but do not decide
Os' fudge
UtIRA (Sept_ 23-Oct. 22)
**** Do not throw caution to
the wind with an idea that you
like but that might be ioo good to
be true Take your time making a
decision, understanding your
limits and needs. You might be
prone to overindulging. Tonight
Zero in on what you want.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others feel your passion
about a key issue. but they are
Wass likely to follow through than
you are in fa-.1, count on you
and only you If you take a stand
Of decide So lead, you will Ike the
outcome far more. Tonight: A
must appearance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Take the high road,
refusing to get into negativity.
which certain partners perpetrate vou might want to 90 off
arid do something that is lust for
you It might even be a walk. Be
open to dynamic change
Tonight Whore people are
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. i9)
**** Work with someone
directly You discover how much
you offer, simply through the
manner your ideas are received.
Refuse to get caught up in a
complicated situation Observe
Do not play Tonight Rent a
movie.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 16)
***** Defer to others.
rethinking a decision more carefully 'You have the unique ability
to see what others don't. You are
a dynamic thinker, ready to plow
the path to a new spot. Tonight
How you present an idea could
reflect its success
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Let others run the
show, and ask for more feedback
from a key associate Together,
by requesting or seeking some
expert advice. you could find a
new path unfolding Test out the
ground in tile tli6X1 fele weeks
Tonight Dinner for two
BORN TODAY
Creator of the 'Moppet' Jim
Henson (1936) author I: Scott
Fitzgerald (1896). Brthsh actor
and lyrist Anthony Newiey (1931)
Jacqueline Blear is on the
Internet at hittpirveww.lacque!Met:agar corn
(cj 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc

that can be done in .1-I) over the
Web, will be done in .1-D
The virtual mall is "a convey
gence of multiple technologies
in a very unique and innovative
manner,- said Vik Chadha,
director of technical commercialization for Greeter Louisville
Inc , who has consulted with
Stein
'This is the future." Chadha
said
Stein said he got the idea for
the mall while he was still developing the divorce Web site He
considered an interface that
would use neighborhood images
such as schools, law offices and
tax offices to link to related sections of the divorce guide.
'1 thought, you know, this

could he in Starbucks on the on
nee too and a Walgreens And
then the idea lust kept snow
balling. he said "From axle,
realized that this had the potential to he its own site ".
He looked tor financial hackWas still on the heels
ers. but
of the tech bust of 21110. 2001.
and we had no people who were
willing to invest,•• so Stein paid
for development out of profits
from the divorce site The new
business has a staff of 15 full'
and pail-time workers
Fie had hoped to launch the
service in one year. Instead. it
took 2 1/2 years Still, "it ended
up beirg Just what we envisioned it to be. We're happy
with the product." he said

Politics - Dutch style
I am sure that by this time. most of you
have had your fill of politics, campaigning.
political advertisements and the upcoming
election. Politics "dutch style" invalves very
little of the above. It Aas taken me almost
years to understand how the Dutch political system works and I am still not sure
reaiiy "get it"?'.'
When the U.S. primaries started. I think
that they were covered here by the Dutch
news as much as they were across America. 'The Dutch have a huge interest in
Talk
in the U.S. and discuss it very often
especially when they meet an American
Martha
Finney Andrus. One of the first things I am asked at a
Guest Writer
Dutch gathering after they learn I am American is always about politics and who do I
think will win the Presidency. Of course, it is not a huge
surprise that Europeans including the Dutch. are not too fond
of the Bush administration and love to voice that opinion
I have been asked many times why Americans get so
involved in their politics and national elections and I was
somewhat puzzled by this question. During the primaries. on
Super Tuesday, the Democrats and Republicans Abroad held
meetings here and all Americans were able in vote in this
primary. Actually. the Democrats Abroad were represented at
the Democratic National Convention this year and were actually counted as state. During this rally there were several
speakers. mostly Americans. living in the Netherlands. But
one of the speakers that evening was a local Dutch radio
personality who had been tn New Hampshire the year that
Bill Clinton was running in the Democratic Primary and was
actually able to see at a campaign rally. He was so amazed
and energized by this that he returned to Holland and spread
the news among his colleagues. This year, he and some of
his colleagues decided to return to New Hampshire during
the primary elections and were .very fortunate to get into one
of Obsuna's rallies. He spoke about the energy and excitement and size of the crowd and it was in that moment, that
realized how very different politics and elections are in
American from the way they are in Holland. You see very
few campaign ads and never see many, if any. political advertisements on television. You will only see some of the party
leaders involved in television forums much like Meet the
Press but no real ongoing debates between front running candidates or parties. Compared to America, it is a very' quiet
electton process.
The Dutch government is a parliamentary type of government. There are at least 20 or more parties within the Dutch
parliament. That in itself can become very confusing. The
party that receives the majority of votes during the election
becomes the governing power in the Netherlands and the top
vote getter within that party is selected as the Prime Minister. Confused already')
You see. the Dutch vote more for a party and their platform than the person.
Once the elections are over and the parliament is set. then
the real fun begins.
To pass a law here, the largest parties represented in the
Parliament get together until they know they have enough
majority votes to pass a new law.
It does not matter if individual members within these parties do not agree with this new law, if the party majority:
agrees to support. then every member of that party is bound
to vote in that way. So much for individualism. If a few:
within these parties really 'do not like the direction of their
party. they leave and form their own party. That helps explain
why there are so many political parties in the Netherlands.
New laws that are being considered MIGHT he known
to the public but many times are not until after they are
passed. The Dutch feel that once they have voted, whatever
the law makers decide is just the way it is. Not that they
agree with this and believe ine, they de complain a LOT.
But there is very little proactive involvement and of course,
once the law is put into action, there is no going back. We
Americans often wonder why overall the Dutch complain so
much and this process is one of the reasons It is very. hard
for us to understand that the norm is that most Dutch migto
hear or read about a possible new law being discussed but
they really have no politician to go to with complaints and
views because one or two individuals cannot change the direction of the party even if they don't agree. So it is rather
futile but still?? Can you imagine not tieing able to voice
your opinion to your local council person, state representative, or state senator and knowing that even it- you do, that
person cannot make a difference?
Of course. 1 am sure I am partial to the American way
of government and politics having grown up and lived in
Arnencan for most of my life and I am sure it has somewhat jaded my opinion of how government works in the
Netherlands. But please know that Americans have every
right to be proud of their country and this process and that
every American does have a voice and a vote. Please use
them.
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